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LESSON 1

8

comc across
in retrospect

on the whole

call it a day
morc often than not
wrap up

concentrate on
never mind

get along with
take a look at

by all means
fix up

by chance
get lost

carry on
high time

at hand
on one's own
try out

gel better
refer 10 A as B

26
more or less
take onc's time

at one's fingertips
get a hold of
take time off

brand-new
learn (something) by heart

cut in
mix up

be composed of

clean off

fall asleep
set out

fill out
wait on

dress up

LESSON 2

be crazy about
have a point
turn out

/4

LESSON 3

bring up
draw the line at
lose one's temper

20

pull over

LeSSON 4

a steal
on hand

think highly of

32

LeSSON 5

as aryct
dwell on
take by surprise
LeSSON

6

38

as a rule

be at a loss

in spite of
run into

look 10 A for B

come up \-v:ith
neither A nor B

point out

go lhrough
of one's own accord

have to
once and for all

for short

when it comes to

LeSSON 7

add to
hit upon
give rise IQ

4·/

day after day
in short
resign oneself to

LESSON 8

at times
come from
stand a chance

5U

be likely to
feel for
without question

be opposed to
for the sake of

by accident
get away with

back up
hand over
work out

be cut out for
serve one righl

calch on
take apan

LeSSON 9

as usual
for ages
rum dO\',Tl

56

LeSSON 10

abide by
'\ithout saying
cUe up

62

apart from
keep one's fingers crossed
tend to

as if
make sure

go for
run over

LESSON 11

blow up
come to
sort of

"

bring back
for the most pact
tear down

burn down
make one's way

catch fire
no matter

become of
noway
what if

die of
on the other hand

furnish A with B
stand to reason

attend to
drive one crazy
turn into

back and forth
fed up with

be no use -ing

day in and day Out
hand out
upside down

for sale
in one's way

give birth to
make a differencc

attribute A to B
get over
used to

be apt to
get used to

cut down on
in comparison with

dale back to
might as well
think over

have access to
not at all

lead the way
put out

be bellcr off
in charge of
what's up?

be out of the question
look into

gCl through
think nothing of it

LESSON 12

be free to

keep track of
turn up
LESSON 13

at fIrSt glance
clear-cut
take into account

play a part in

LESSON 14

be bound to
give in
tell A from B

<J2

LESSON 15

as soon as
end up
in no time

'm

LESSON 16

beats me
let down
stand out

1(/./

LESSON 17

a far cry from
ill at ease
think up

I/O

LESSON 18

catch a cold
fool around
payoff

close call
get nowhere wilh
succced in

do without
hold back

dry out
in time

burst out
get the better of
stick around

change one's mind
in regard to

criticize A for B
look over

LESSON 19

all in all
cross out
nanle A aFter B

I

LESSON 20

all along
on account of
suffer from

be true of
pass away
under the weather

cut out
spcak up

every so often
Slay put

.,

21
arnoumto
deal with
orso

l28

LeSSON

LESSON

as to

0

deal in
go wrong
thanks to

dream up
in addition to

find fault with
mess up

NU

J.1fj

152

go Dutch
keep one's word
settle down

hang DlII
layoff

in accordance with
live up to

how come
lie down
yield to

in brief
on behalf of

keep off
owing to

1.58

JIl.,

at tandom
make room for
you bet

in favor of
on the Spot

keep up
sum up

do away with
on average
take over

in advance
set aside

from scratch
settle for

1;'()

';'f)

by and large
make believe
Ihrowup

due to
on no account

fall behind
originate from

for good
make faces
what for

let alone
regardless of

look back on
result in

30

be ...."lc'U off
lose one's head
s:and up to

n.

have nothing to do with
take for granted

29

lose track of
pull one's leg

"'

get stuck
relieve A of 13

28

come about
in the long run
so rar, so good
LE>(.QN

break down
pm away
trade in

l34

27

as a matter offacl
make a point of
waste one's breath
LESSON

follow lip on
nowrnat

26

drop someone a line
let go of
rule out
l~SSON

carry out
no wonder

25

anything but
in terms of
see eye to eye
LESSON

be lip 10 one
in light of
useup

24

as for
get out of
sell out
LeSSON

come {Q an end
in need (of)

23

be concerned about
look on A as B
to say nothing of
LESSON

be broke
fall short of

22

as far as
get even with
up to now
LESSON

at (the) most
either A or B
pay back

l82
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The purpose of the Illustrated
Everyday Expressions with Stories
series is to introduce English language
learners to common idioms through
humorous examples and illustrations.
The lessons in this book will both
entertain and enlighten students
while providing exposure to how each
idiom can be used in a variety of contex'ts.
Each lesson of the book begins
with a list of ten target idioms. Within
each lesson, target idioms are first
defined for students. The definitions

may explain the idiom in simple
terms or use synonyms or other
idioms to build a student's understanding of the meaning underlying
each idiom. Each definition is then

followed by sample sentences and
short dialogs using the idiom in COI1tex'1. Finally. idioms are iUustrated
with humorous iUusrrations which
can help build a memorable picture of
each idiom's usage in the reader's
mind.

Following the definitions and
examples of the target idioms are two
exercise pages for students to practice
cheir understanding of idioms from
the lesson. These pages include a

f

a

c

e

multiple-choice exercise of ten questions and a dialog exercise. In the
multiple-choice exercise, students
choose the correct idiom from the lesson to complete each sentence in the
exercise. For the dialog exercise, students complete a doze exercise of a
dialog using six selected idioms from
the lesson.
The final page of each lesson presents a short reading incorporating
the idioms presented in the lesson.
These readings give students additional exposure to idiom usage in context, as well as providing extended
reading practice along with an entertaining presentation of the target
idioms. Teachers using Illustrated
Everyday Expressions with Stories 2
in the classroom can use the readings
as a springboard for discussion of the
topics or situations described in the
readings.
Illustrated Everyday Expressions
with Stories series provides students
with a useful approach to learning
common English idioms. Students will
also have fun in the learning process.
We hope that you enjoy using
Illustrated Everyday Expressions with
Stories.
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be composed of

fill out

clean off

in retrospect

come across

on the whole

dress up

set out

fall asleep

wait on

be composed of = comprise; be made of

The class was composed of sludents from lhe US,
Canada, and England.
Water is composed of hydrogen and oxygen.

Our crum!:>.....",
compc>&ed of only

theflneet
lngradientel

A: That's a very interesting sculpture.
B: Yes, it's composed of wood, glass, and old shoes.

..J clean off = clear; take everything off
I think you need
to clean cff your

You should clean OffyOUf desk. It's very dirty.
He cleaned off the shelf so that his new roommate could
use it.

A: When is dinner?
B: In a few minutes. Please help me clean off the table.

wlndehl<!ld.

,./

J

come across:;;;: ftnd by chance

I came across some old photographs at my parent's house.

She came across her favorite singer's latest album at the
record store.

1 ca".,,, aCn::>l'e th,e
In th", ~ackyan::l.
Doee anyone know
what It ,187

I1

A: Please check my homework.
B: Sme. U I come across any mistakes, I'IJ tell YOll.

..J

dress up = wear fancy clothes for a special occasion

Oh...that'e juet cra:>:y Willy.
He llkee to d .....5 up.

~[any children dress up as ghosts and monsters on
Halloween.
Do I need to dress lip for dinner at YOllr parent's hOllse?

.-\: Why did you buy that suit?
B: I want to dress up for the party.

J

tall asleep = go to sleep

Don't fall asleep when you are driving!
He falls asleep in class almost evelY day.

9

.'. .

'.

A.: You look really tired.
B: I couldn't fall asleep last night.

.J

.
•

_

C9

O(_=-----=='O·~

fill out = write all of the information needed on a form or application

En~ryone

has to fill ouL a customs form when they enter a

country.
Can you help me fill out this farm? I don't understand it.

A rd . 'e to apply for a credit card.
B.O r Just fill out this form and sign il.
Plea_ fill out thtf fa.".,.

9

.J

in retrospect = looking back at the past
In ~ . rna;yt>e
't.hlI haln;:ut; waen"

in retrospect, I should have studied harder in high school.
You can see ail of your past mistakes easily in retrospect.

I

euch a gc>od Idea.

A: Wow, I am so fuU!

B: Me, too. In retrospect, we should have ordered only one pizza.

...J

on the whole = in general; ail things considered

On the whole. I realty
tmjoyttd my trip to

ea......

On the whole, I enjoyed my time in the United States.
Although there were some slow parts, on the whole the
movie was good.
A: What did you think of the test?
B: On the whole, I felt it was quite easy.

.J

set out = leave; begin a journey

He set out for the market early in the morning.
She packed cveryth.ing in her car and set out for California.
A: Did Bob leave already?
B: Yeah, he set out early this morning.

...J

wait on

=serve someone in a restaurant

The man who waited on us last night had a French accent.
How many tables can you wait on at the same time?
A: Excuse me, no one has waited on us yet.
B: I am very sorry. I'll get a waiter right away.

In th" momlne. he
eet out fur th" pari<
a"roe.s the .street;..

f

Practice

1.

. the university has a very
good library and computer center.

a. Come across
b. In retrospect
c. On the whole
2. At Hrs[, the band
a
keyboard player, a guitarist, and a
singer, but they added a drununer
and bassist later.
a. was composed of
b. dressed up
c. waited on
3. He could see
that he
should never have told her about
his family.

a. be composed of
b. fill out
c. in retrospect
4. Here is the menu. Someone will be
here to
you in a few
minutes.
a. come across
b. set out
c. wait on
5. I planned to do my homework
after the movie last night, but I
____ when I got home.

6. Let's

for our anniversary

and go to an expensive restaurant.
a. clean off
b. dress up
c. flU out

7. Please
the table because
it is almost time to eat dinner.

a. clean off
b. fill out
c. set out
8. She

the registration
form and gave it to the secretary.
a. filled out
b. on the whole
c. waited on

9. Where did you
interesting painting?

this

a. be composed of
b. come across
c. fall asleep
10. We

for my parent's
house very early, but didn't arrive
until after midnight.

a. dressed up
b. reil asleep
c. set out

a. cleaned off
b. fell asleep
c. set out

11

Dialog

is composed of
dress up

clean off
on the whole

came across
wait on

At a fancy restaurant:
Lucy:
Sam:

Will Arthur
us this evening? He's my favorite waiter here.
I requested him, so he should be our waiter.

Lucy:

Oh my! They didn't
sticky spot here.

this table very well. There is a

Sam: Don't [Quch it. rH call someone over to clean it. Excuse me!
Waiter: Yes, sir?
Sam:

My wife
a sticky spot on the table. Can you find some.
one lo clean it up for us?
Waiter: Right away.
such professionals. They are all so polite

Lucy:

The staff here
and efficient.

Sam:

Yes,
, this is really a first-class restaurant. It is a little
expensive, but worth it.

Lucy:

Look at that man over there! He clidn't
wearing a tie or a jacket.
That's Mel Gibson!

Sam:

~
I

'S

at all. He is not

Idioms in Context

,I

go to college in Boston, but my parents now live in Florida. During
the summer vacation, I went to visit them. I set out from duwntown Boston by bus on Tuesday afternoon. Thursday night, I got off
the bus in Florida. I had a lot of trouble falling asleep on the bus, so I was
exhausted by the time I arrived at my parents' house. In retrospect, I
probably should have just taken a plane [0 Florida.
zAfter 1was in Florida for a few days, I was well rested again. However, I
soon got bored. My friends were all in Boston. I decided to get a job. I
came across an advertisement for a job at a local restaurant. I filled outan
application and got hired right away.
J On the first day of work, I got up early and got ready. I didn't have to
dress up for work, bUll did have to wear a uniform. The restaurant made
everyone wear a formal white shin and black shorts. The staff was composed ofhigh school and college srudents.
~ At first, there were no customers, but
around noon, the restaurant got crowded.
I wa.ited on customers and helped clea.n
offtables. On the whole, it was pretty easy
work. It wasn't too busy but it wasn't too
slow either.
3 As the lunch crowd started to leave, I
stopped at a table where an old man and
an old woman were sitting. As I was picking up their empty plales, the old man
asked me, "Are you from the north?"
~ I said, "Yes, sir. I'm from Boston. I guess
you could tell right away I was from the
north, because of the way I speak."
"Oh no," the old woman said. "We have
never seen legs as white as yours before:'

13
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be aazy about

more often than not

call it a day

never mind

concentrate on

take a look at

get along with

turn out

have a point

wrap up

be crazy about = like or enjoy in an extreme way

She is crazy about tennis. She plays every day.
My brother is crazy about movies. He spends all of his
money going to see them.
A: I love buying new clothes.
B: Me, too. I'm crazy about shopping!

Cl call it a day = stop working
I think you enould
call~. day.

Let's call it a day!
Bill, you've been here for 10 hours! You should call it a day
and go home.
A: It's 7:30. Let's call it a day.
B: Good idea. See you tomorrow.

J

concentrate on = focus attention toward
Concent:r<;rt;e on the road]

Ifs too noisy here. I can't concentrate on my homework.
He had to concemrate on the song to hear the words.

n

I

:\: Just concentrate on hitting the ball.
B: OK, coach.

.J

get along with = be friendly with; live or work well together

I think 't'e Um... wt!
tried to a~ along
with ...ac:h ot;her:

Everyone in my family gets along well with each other.
She does not get along with her mother-in-law.

'.
A: Why aren't you going to Beth's party?
B: I don't get along with her.

..J

have a point = said when you agree with someone's opinion

My sister says that T need to spend more time with my
family. She has a point.
"That girl only seems stuck-up because she is shy."
"You have a point there."
A: The blue shirt looks better, but it's more expensive.
B: You have a point.

.J

more often than not = usually

More often than not, he spends his holidays with rus
parems.
She works late more often than not.
A: We'd better take an umbrella.
B: RighLIt rains more often than not this time of year.
More oft"o,n than not;, I
have sea food fo.. dinner:

.J

never mind = forget: pay no attention to

ever mind the car's calor. It runs great!
Didn't you wash the dishes yet? Never mind. I'll do
them myselfl

NeYe\'" mind you ..
hal,.. You',." In the
'""Y now!

A: Sorry, we don't have leather bags.

B: Never mind. "11 look in another store.

.J

take a look at = look at to evaJuate

The doctor took a look at her foot to see if it was broken.
Please take a look at my essay and let me know what you
think of it.
A: Something's wrong with the car.

B: I'll take a look at it after lunch.

:J turn out = finally be; end up
It tumed out 'to
• eunnyday.

~

The weather looked bad this morning, but it turned out
to be a nice day.
He tried to cook a special dinner for his girlfriend, but it
didn't turn out well
A: Good luck with your new project.
B: Thanks! ('11 let you know how it turns out.

.J

wrap up

=finish; bring to an end

The senator wrapped up his speech by quoting the president.
The parry wrapped up around 3 a.m. after the beer ran out.
A: It's almost lunchtime.
B: OK. Let's wrap up and go out to eat.

I warn. 'to wrap up
the team 'tr';yOU'te
by comparing your
height&. &tand_

-""-.

Practice
C cose the best answer.
Thave to sleep with my

1.

bedroom window open because
our air conditioner doesn't work
very well.
a. Never mind
b. Get along with
c. More often than not
2. He

6. My father wants to have someone

____ our car engine.
a. get along with
b. take a look at
c. wrap up
7. She was too tired to
reading, so she went to bed.

his step-brother.

her

a. concentrate on
b. have a point
c. turn out

a. has a point
b. gets along well with
c. turns out

8. Things will

3. I
music, especially
dance music.

weU in the

end. You just have to be patienl.
a. take a look at
b. turn out
c. call it a day

a. get along with
b. take a look at
c. am crazy abollt

9. She said that a good education

4. We did a lot. Let's
get some rest.

and

It's lunchtime. Let's
meeting and go out to eat.
a. concentrate on
b. have a point
c. wrap up

_

a. concentrated on
b. gets along with
c. has a point

a. call it a day
b. never mind
c. turn up
:>.

begins at home. She

this

10. Can you help me with Ulis?
Tsee you are busy.

_

a. Take a look

b. Never mind
c. Wrap up

17
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Dialog
Fill 'n he blanks.
never mind
have a poi.nt

am not crazy about
take a look at

got along with
turn out

At a coffee shop:
How did your date last night
?
each other, but I didn't feel any attraction
Carol: It was a.K. We
for him.

Alice:

What do you mean?
Carol: He was a nice guy, but not my type. I
a man who
spends his whole day with a computer. , prefer someone who is
more of a "people person."

Alice:

Nice:

Computer programmers make a lot of money, Carol.
Carol: You __ Alice. Actually, he does work for a very large company.
I

Is he handsome?
Carol: We took a picture together at one of those fwmy photo booths.
Here,
him for yourself.
Nice: That's him? Oh,
CaroL You can do better than that!

Alice:

I

-----------_/

Idioms in Context
le to (owing

0

usually get along with everyone at my office. Recently however, the
woman who sits across from me bought a new cell phone. She was
crazy about it. More often than not, she was chatting with her
friends. It was very difficult to concentrate on work. One afternoon, we all
decided to call it a day and go out for dinner. However, we made the
woman promise not to bring her cell phone into the restaurant.
"Do you think you'll survive without it?" I joked to her.
"No problem," she said.
l The evening was fun but it was getting late so we wrapped up dinner
and left the restaurant. I was the last to leave and just as 1 was getting into
my car, a waiter came running up to me.
"1 found this purse at your table!" he said. I took a look at it.
"That's my co-worker's purse," 1 said.
"Why don:t you call and leave a message on her answering machine,"
the waiter suggested. "You can use the phone in
the restaurant."
l We went inside. r was about to dial her home
number when I had an idea. "Never mind
leaving a message on her machine. I'll call
her cellular phone. That way, she can
drive back before she gets all the way
home."
"You have a good point'." the
waiter said.
~ When I called her cellular
phone, a ringing noise came
from her purse. Tt tunled out
that her phone was in her purse
the whole time!

I
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u bring up

o

Tl

bring up

fix up

by all means

get lost

by chance

high time

carry on

lose one's temper

draw the line at

pull over

=start 10 talk about something

I hstc 'to bri~ It up. rot
eoma of t;.h" o1:h,,", _Id
thl!lt there il!O eomsthlne
etrpMge ..rout you.

I hate to bring this lip, but you have some food
between your teeth.

When my molher is mad at me she always brings up
the time I forgot her birthday.
A: I really don't like the new coffee machine.
B: You shouJd bring it up at the next staff meeting.

o by all means

.

=said to encourage a person do to something

"May I have some more chicken?" "By all means!"
By all means, take your time and look around the store.
A: Could I borrow your pen?
B: By all means!

_ y chance = not planned; luckily

.. e ane
e fir t birthda card he read \ as from
· rather.
. . . met b) chance \ hi) they were both vacationing
- Ha\ 'ail.
·

bere did . ou get our cat?
: I ound him b chance in the park.

.... carry on

=c

~

=

They met.,by chance,

<

~

ntinue

noUl1ne 1;0 see hme.
P1ea_ ca"y on wfth

•

o

T

the torm pas ed.

e carried on painting th hou .

your-day.

b n the ann unc ment a Eini hed the c1as carri d
idl rh le on.
e\' ryon back from lunch?
'e . L r car on with the meeting.

.... draw the line at = ay orne point i the limit
· . par nt 1 t m u the car bUl they dra
alia ing m la take long trips.

Son, i5n't; 1#here

somewherE we should
draw the line?

lh lin a

on't mind haring a room, but I dra the Un at
· eeping in rh am bed.
· : Let go a njghtclub.
B: 0 " but I draw th tin at doing di co!

.... fix up = r pair; make nice or good again
~

ed up the offic b putting in n \ carpet and
painrirlg lh \ alls.
.'

• 'ouId co
. one.

•

l

Ws a good car,
Inrt. you may need
1;0 fix it up a bit.

I

------- '-..,r---'

more to fix up thi old boat than to bu a

_ John going to bu a ne\ house?
. '0. he'
oing to fix up his old one.

21

...J

get lost = become confused about one's location

We got lost on the way 10 the theater.
The directions were nor clear, so we got lost.
A: Why are you late?
B: J got lost on the way.

..J

• •
• • • • •
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

high time = time for some action that has been postponed 100 long

I think it's high time we fix the heater. I'm freezing!
My mother said it was high time that I got my hair
cut and found a job.
A: It's high time you cleaned your room!
B: Yes, Mom. I'll do it right away.

:J lose one's temper = become angry

He lost his temper and hit the rable with his fist.
It is dangerous to lose your temper while driving.
A: What happened to your hand?

B: I lost my temper and punched the wall!

::J pull over = move one's vehicle 10 the side of the road and SlOp

She pulled over to take a picture of the beautiful scenery
by the highway.

The police officer yelled at the driver, "Pull over!"
I think we're lost.
B: Let's pull over and look at the map again.

A;

Couk:l ~ l'Uu ~
1 need 'to u_ a washrooml

Practice
c

0

e the best answer

1...\£tee a short coffee break. we
____ with the meeting.

a. carried on
b. fixed up
c. pulled over

a. bring up
b. carry on
c. get lost
take a

nap on my bed.

a. by chance
b. high time
c. by all means
-1.

~1y uncle is generous, but he
---,Iending money to
relatives.

a. by all means
b. draws the line at
c. high time
,:). She can be very scary when she
a. gets lost
b. carries on
c. loses her temper

, I found ten dollars
under the table at the restaurant.

a. Draw the line at
b. By chance
c. High time

2. r hare to
this subject
now, but do you have the money
you owe me?

3. If you are tired,

6.

7. The bus driver
because
one of the passengers got sick.
a. pulled over
b. fixed up
c. got lost

8. They wanted to
the old
apartment, but they did not have
enough money.
a. lose his temper
b. fix up
c. carryon
9. We
in London and drove
around for hours in the fog.
a. fIxed up

b. brought up
c. got lost
10. He was surprised when his boss
told him, "I think it's
you
got a raise."
a. high time
b. draw the line at
c. by chance

23

Dialog
Fill in the blanks.
by all means
got lost

by chance
high time

carry on
pullover

On the highway:
Tom:

Yes, Officer?

Policeman: I asked you ro
because your brake light is broken.
May I see your license and car registration?
Tom:

! Here they are.

Policeman: Well, I think it's
you had that flXed. It's not safe to
drive around with a broken brake light.
'Ibm:

Yes, sir.

Policeman: I won't give you a ticket this time. Get' that light fLXed.
Tom:

I will, Officer. Urn, I wonder if you could help. I met my
at the post office this
friend
morning and we planned ro meet at Le
Chez for lunch. I tbought it was on
Lexington Street, but 1rook a wrong
_
turn and

Policeman: At tile next stoplight, turn left.
Lexingron will be the third street on
the right.
Tom:

Thank you,
officer!

____ the
good work you
are doing!

Idioms in Context
,e ollowing sto y.

E

verybody knows that men hate to stop and ask for directions. My
husband is no different. Every time we get lost, we drive around
for hours before he finally pulls Qver and asks for help.

: One Saturday we saw an ad in the newspaper for a counlry dance and
picnic at a farm outside of lOwn. We fixed up our old cowboy hats, cut out
the map from the newspaper and started driving. After a few hours, I
brought up the [act that we were lost. Of course my husband lost his temper when I suggested we ask someone for directions.
,,' can find it!" he yelled.

I didn't see any point in fighting about it, so I just told him, "By all
means, carry on."
, After another hour of driving, I decided it was high time to ask for help.
By challce wc passed a little gas station with an old lTIan sitting out by the
pumps. My husband agreed to stop because we needed gas, but he drew
the line at asking for directions. I got out of the car and walked over to the
old man. Before r asked him anything he smiled and said,
"The map is '''.'rang. It's Highway 23, not 32."
"How did you know?" I asked in surprise.
bYou're the fifth woman whose husband has gotten lost in the last hour!"
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a steal

on one's own

at hand

refer to A as B

get better

take one's time

more or less

think highly of

on hand

try out

a a steal::: very cheap; a very good price
My friend sold me his old car. It was a steal!
The land next to the river is a steal! You should buy it.
A: I just bought a DVD playerfor $95!
B: Wow! What a steal!

o at hand::: near (time or space)
Christmas is at hand. I have to buy gifts for my family.
When I was a child, my mother was always close at hand.

-rh" earn" ;6 at: hano:l.
Now go!l't In the"" ano:l

0:10 ~ur beet.

A: I fear that war is at hand.
B: Don't worry. I'm sure the countries will reach an agreement.
3

..J

get better = improve

His cold got better after he rook a day off work.
Her singing \vill get better if she practices every day.
A: This movie is boring!
B: Don't worry. It gets better.

.J

more or less =approximately; almost

.7\.ly cousin and I are more or less the same age.

The airline tickets were more or less the same price.
A: Which shirt is better?
B: They are more or less the same quality.
The male and female fleh IooIc
more or Ittee the &<lime.

.J

on hand = near and ready for use

Do you have arty
wau:.. on hand1

00 you have any bandages on hand? I cut myself.
There is a representative on hand twenty-four hours a
day to help customers.
A: There's going to be five extra people at the party.
B: No problem. We have plenty of food on hand.

.J

on one's own

=without help from others

he has Uved on her own since she was twenty-two.
He cooked this whole meal on his own without any help
from his mother.
A: Do you need help fixing the sink?
B: :\0, thanks. I can do it on my own.

~
~
Uttle Jimmy watt f"'"OU<'I of hi5
tlGUl~re of. ginoffe, which
he'd mad.e on hie own.

1

.J refer to A as B =use the name Bfor A

~p refelTlng too
m", 8& YOUI' "ITIIIn:
fm not; YOUI' 'man'

He referred to his classmate as his friend even though they
only studied together.
Many people refer to this book as the author's greatest work.
A: What did your teacher say about your paper?
B: He referred to it as lhe work of a genius!

.J

take one's time = slowly; in a relaxed way
OK, BIlly.

lOa'"

She took her time and made sure she did not make any
mistakes on the test.
He is taking his time getting ready. He wants to look nice.

Now,
YOUI'
time _Md de<:Jd",

A: I'll be there as soon as I can!
B: Take your time. The movie doesn't start until 3:00.

..J

think highly of ; have a good opinion or
You don~ think highly
of me, do you?

Her teacher thought highly of her ability to draw.
He doesn't think very highly of his neighbors.
A: Mr, Henry is such a great teacher!
B: Yes. All the students think highly of him.

..J

try out = do or use to see jf something works correctly

Don't buy the bike unt.il you try it out first.
I tried out several soft-..vare programs, but none of them
were good.
A: Your skateboard looks really fun.
B: It is! Why don't you t.ry it out?

(

Practice
r

nswer.

1. He often
best friend.

his wife as his

a. refers to

a. on their own
b. a steal
c. at hand

b. tries out
c. thinks higWy of

2. I want to

that new

language program for learning
English while sleeping.
a. tryout
b. take my time
c. get better

3. Ir has been six years,
_
since I visited my hometown.

a. more or less
b. at hand
c. a steal
.t. Keep plenty of coffee -,_---,-_

because this is going to be a long
meeting.
a. more or less
b. on hand
c. on your own

:::l.

She
her supervisor, so
she does not mind when he offers
her suggestions.
a. takes her time
b. thinks highly of
c. is on her own

6. Wherever the president goes, his
bodyguards are close
_

7. There is no rush, so you can

____ getting ready.
a. get better
b. refer to
c. take your time

8. This computer is
at this
price. You should buy it before the
sale finishes.
a. on hand
b. a steal
c. refer to
9. We had to study most of the
material
because the
professor only wanted to talk
about his theory in class.
a. tryout

b. more or less
c. on our own
10. You will never

if you

don't rest and do as the doctor
says.

a. think highly of
b. get better
c. refer to
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Dialog
F

take your time
more or less

refer to him as
getting better

on my own
thinks highly of

In the hospital:
How are you feeling, Mark?
Mark: I think I'm
. At least I can move my fingers today.
Great! Everyone
the doctor who is treating you. They
Bob:
say he is the best.
Mark: Yeah. He is good. I heard the nurse
Dr. Miracle.
Bob:

Well, everyone at work is hoping you can come back soon, but
_ _ _ _. Do you know how long you will be in the hospital?
Mark: Actually, I am going home tomorrow. And since my wife has to
work, I'll be
there all day.
Bob:

Wili you be OK?
Mark: I think so. I can manage things with my left
hand
_
Bob:

lfyou need anything, just call. I'll be close
at hand. I'll come over and give you a hand.
Just hand over all your problems to me. I can handle
them. I'll be on hand.
Mark: OK! OK! I get it. Very funny!
Thanks, Bob!
Bob:

Idioms in Context
Read the following story.
y Brazilian friend has only lived in the United States for six
months, but his English is great. Before he came to the US, he
studied in a language school] but mostly he learned English
on his OWIl from reading English books and watching movies. He bad
learned basic conversation before he arrived in the US. Then, after he got
here, his vocabulary and listening got better very quickly. I would say that
he is now more or less fluent in English. However, sometimes he still has
[rouble with idioms.
: One day, he asked me to help him buy some jewelry for his girlfriend
back in Brazil. Her birthday was close at hand and he wamed to get
something nice. He showed me a picture of his girlfriend before wc went
shopping. When I saw the picture r said, "Wow! Your girlfriend is a real
spring chicken."
, My friend asked me, "Why do you refer to my
girlfriend as a chicken?"
1explained to my friend, "I just mean your girlfriend is very young and beautiful."
• At the jewelry store, they had several very nice
necklaces Oil hmul. I suggested that we take our
time and look at several stores, but my friend
found a diamond neckJace that was a steal. He
called the saleswoman over to buy it.
•.-\5 the saleswoman was taking out the
necklace, my friend decided to tryolttthe
new idiom he learned. He showed the
saleswoman the picture of his girlfriend
and asked, "Don't you think she is a chicken noodle?"
~fy friend's English may not be perfect,
but I still think highly ofit.

M
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as of yet

get a hold of

at one's fingertips

learn (something) by heart

brand-new

mix up

cut in

take by surprise

dwell on

take time off

as of yet = until Lhis time; 50 far

As cfye£, he has not been paid by the company.
The date for the final lest has not been announced

as aryet.

A: Are the new computers in?
B: I'm sorry, sir. They have not arrived as of yet.

8 at one's fingertips

=easily available; at hand

I don't have that information at my fingertips right now.
Can you wait a minute?
Keep all of your impOflant papers at your fingertips at
all times.
A: Wow! Your Palm Pilot is really great!
B: Yeah. It keeps important information right at my fingertips.

-- -2

He hat> the lnfonnation
at hIe flnE!<l=rt;.ipe.

...l

brand-new = never used; totally new

Their brand-new car was stolen yesterday,
1 bought a brand-new stereo to go with my television
and 0\1) player,

I

i

A: Your shoes look very c1ean_

B: _-\crually. they're brand-new.

.J

cut in

=go in front of someone unfairly; interrupt someone talking

~v-~~~----..,

I hate it when people cut in Line at the movies.

She \\-as telling a joke but her brother cut in and told
the rest of it.
A: That man just cut in front of us!
B: How rude!

..J

dwell on = \-\forry about or consider for a long time

She could not help dwelling on the fact that her mother
\\'as sick.
I know you lost your wallet, but try not to dwell on it.

A: I can't stop thinking about myoid girlfriend.
S: Don't dwell on her. I'm sure you will find love again.

..J

I know you got a ~ad g .....de.
bv1; 'Cr)I not to d_ll on It.

get a hold of = contact; reach

He couldn't get hold of his friend to tell him the plans
were changed.
Please write down a phone number where we can get
a hold of you.
A: Did you get a hold of Mike?

B;

~o.

His line was busy
33

.J

learn (something) by heart = memorize; study to know without thinking

?-~~----.,

She can't read music, so she learns all the songs by heart.
I had to learn the whole book by hean in elementary
school.
A: How did remember all those math equations?
B: I learned them by heart.
--~/

:J mix up = confuse
I often mb< up my friends·

phone numbosra. )-

I mixed up your names. Could you say that again?
The office mixed up the addresses and sent the wrong
forms to the two customers.
A: You are supposed to come tomorrow, not today.
B: Sorry! I mixed up the dates.

:J take by surprise

=surprise; come without warning

His friend's visit took him by surprise.
When he asked her to marry him, he took her completely by
surprise.
A: I can't believe that your mother joined the army!
B: Yes. She took us all by surprise.

_ _ _ _J

:J take time off = miss work for some time with permission

I have to take time off next week to go to the doctor.
Our company is very strict about taking time off.
A: Why don't we go to Paris next weekend?
B: I'm not sure if I can take time off work.
She 't.oc* t.lme off t;o enjc>y a
~ In the el.ln.

Practice
Choose the best answer.
L She has not come home
I don't know where she is.

_

a. as afyet

a. learn by heart
b. take time off
c. mixup

b. brand-new
c. at her fingertips
2. He bought a
television
because the screen on his old one
was too small.
a. at his fingertips
b. as afyet
c. brand· new

a. take time off
b. mix up
c. dwell on

I couldn't

anyone at the

a. take by surprise
b. learn by heart
c. get a hold of

a mix up
b. cut in

c. dwell on

8. His filing system is excellent. All of

the important information he

needsis

_

a. brand-new
b. at his fingertips
c. as afyet

main office. No one would answer
the phone.

;). The boys tried to
the roller coaster.

7. She was
by all of the
people who came to her birthday
party.
a. got hold of
b. taken by surprise
c. cut in

3. People often
the words
~their," "there," and "they're" when
writing.

4~

6. I admire actors because of all the
lines they have to
!

line for

9. Some husbands
from
work after their wives have a baby.
a. take time off
b. mix up
c. learn by heart

10. It does not do any good to
your mistakes. Forget
them and go on.

-=-

--:-

a. dwell on
b. take by surprise
c. get hold of
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Dialog

ne
get a no Id of
mixed up

at my fingertips
take time off

learn by heart
as of yet

At the office:
Tom: Carol, has Bob come in to work yet?
carol: Not
. Would you like me to call him?
Tom: Yes, please. Do you know his phone number?
Carol: Yes, I keep all of the sales representatives' contact numbers
____ here on my desk.
There are just {QO many to
Tom:

_

the vacation schedule.
See if he is at home. Ilhink we
the same week. Sam was
Both Bob and Sam asked to
given the vacation, but Bob wasn't. But I don't know if Bob was
told the right information.

Carol: I'll call him as soon as I get a chance.
Tom: Thanks, Carol. Let me know if you

him.

Idioms in Context
Read the following

M

0

y boyfriend look time offfrom work one Friday to move to a
new apartment. It was a lot of hard work.
When 1 got home later that evening, I was exhausted. J want-

ed co give my boyfriend a call and cancel our plans for the next day.
2 My boyfriend also got a brand-new phone number for his new apartment, but as o/yet I had not learned it by heart. I usually keep all the
phone numbers I need at my fingertips in my day planner. Unfortunately,
I had not written his number down. The only way I could think of to get a
hold a/my boyfriend was to call the operator and ask for Mike William's
phone number.
J I called the number that the operator gave me, but I was taken by surprise when a woman answered the phone. "Hello," she said.
I asked, "Can I speak to Mike?"
The woman said, ;'He is taking a shower right now."
I was shocked. At first, I didn't say anything.
"Is there anything thac .. ?" she started to ask, but I cut in.
"Tell him to call his girlfriend when he gets out of the shower." I hung up
the phone quickly wimout waiting ror the woman's answer. I was a bit
upset. However, I tried not to dwell on the fact that a woman I,.vas in my
boyfriend's apartment while he was in the shower. I knew Mike made
friends with the neighbors when he moved in, so I assumed the woman
was his neighbor. She was probably just helping him clean the place up.
~ An hour passed and Mike had not called me
back. I called again, and a man answered the
phone. "Hello," he said. The voice was strange.
• :\11 of a sudden I realized that it was the
\\Tong number. The operator had mixed up my
boyfriend's number with another man named
.\tike WilIiams. I said, "You're not Mike!"
The man said, "And you're not my girlfriend.
I\-e been trying to explain that to my ""rife for
m-er an hour."
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as a rule

look to A for B

be at a loss

neither A nor 8

come up with

point out

for short

run into

in spite of

when it comes to

= most of the time; normally
You should wask you!" wtolte
~ and co4ored

You should eat less meat and more vegetables, as a rule.
As a rule, the teacher does not like it when students leave
early.

A: Do you think I can eat this banana?
B: Well, as a rule, eating is not allowed on the subway.

~ be at a loss = be unable to think

She was at a loss about what to do with the elephant
in the backyard.
I know the man you are talking about, bUI I'm at a
loss to think of his name.
A: I am at a loss as to what to cook for dinner.
B: Let's order pizza!
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,

clo'thse

_Polll"l!ll'tely• • e • NI".

_ come up with = think of

When did you come up with that idea?
He came up with a plan to solve the problem.
•~: You named your dog Tweety?

B: It's the best I could come up with!

..J

for short =a shorter way to say a name

• fy name is Alexander, but you can call me Alex for

sbon.

This Is my friend
Koronatino

1 ",-on:. for Seattle Auto Company or SAC for short.

Caler>oeangalL
His friends call him
KC fur short.

,0\; \\bat kind of car is that?

B- It's a sport utility vehicle- SUV for short.

_ in spite of = regardless of something; despite

I., spit;" of t;N: ral.,.
~_nttoth"

t>eac:h.

spite of the bad weather, we will go hiking.
":be company kept hiring new employees in spite of its
drcreasing sales.
_How was your trip to Mexico?
I I had a great time in spite of the hurricane!

1/·
. .,

I I .. ' . ,

,'

"If
,;.
/

. 1/

,'

to A for B = turn and ask A to give B

should look to your parents for help if you don't

enough money.
kJoked to his best friend for advice when he
_ded a job.
DaD t worry about the test. We can study together.
. nice 10 know that I can look to you for help. Thanks!
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neither A nor B = both A and B do not or are not

..J

either I nor my sister is as beautiful as my mother.
She looked for her professor, but he was neither in his
office nor in the classroom.
either Jim nor Amy are going to the movie.
B: I guess it's just the two of us then.

A:

..J

point out = indicate

Excueeme.
Could you point. out. Cl
l:>arWranopi'

The waiter pointed out the chef's special on the menu.
He pointed out the places he visited on the map.
A: Wow! That girl is really ugly!
B: 1should point out that she's my sister.

J run into;;

meet by chance
r "ad a feeling
1<::1 Mm In'tO youl

I often run into people I know at the bus stop.
While I was in Hollywood, I ran into a famous actor in
the supermarket.
A: What took you so long at the store?
B: I ran into myoid elementary school teacher.

.J

when it comes to = regarding; when dealing with
He

doee"~ know ~

mUG" when

It c:ometl 'to mil'thernat.ic-e.

When it comes to explaining difficult subjects, she is the
best teacher.
He doesn't know very much when it comes to cars.
A: Can you help me install this computer program?
B: Sorry. When it comes to computers, I am a real dunce.
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Practice

1.

, I never go swimming
right after I eat.

6. He drank.
was driving.

a. neither beer nor wine
b. in spite of
c. for short

a. As a rule
b. In spite of

c. Neither here nor there
2. He was
for words when
he won the award.

7. We
an old friend of ours
at the movie theater.
a. came up with
b. ran into
c. were at a loss

a. at a loss
b. as a rule
c. for short
3. How did you

because he

such a

cle\'er idea for a story?
a. be at a loss
b. come up with
c. look la

8. You could
your
grandparents for information
about your ancestors.
a. point out
b. look to
c. run into

. I . She was the prefect choice

__--,--_ finding someone to
organize the conference.

a. ran into
b. when it came to
c. was at a loss
.-:J.

There was no need to _---,-,.-_
the mistake. Everyone could see it.
a come up with

b. look [Q
c. point out

9.

the terrible weather, we
had a nice time on our vacation.
a. Ln spite of
b. When it comes to
c. As a rule

LO. Although our leam name is the
Buccaneers, people call us the
Bucs
_
a. in spite of
b. as a rule
c. for shon
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Dialog

am at a loss
for short

coming up with

in spite of

ran into

neither blonde hair nor

At the dinner table:
AHce:

Guess who I

today?

Tom:

Who?

Alice:

Robert Smith!

Tom:

Who?

Alice:

Robert Smith, tbe boy who used to cut our lawn.

Tom:

I

Alice:

Remember? He had blonde hair and glasses. He was really short.

Tom:

Nape. I'm not

Alice:

Anyway, he's starting college. Now he has
has dark hair and he's much taller. But

. What does he look like?

any kid like that in my memory.
glasses. He
the fact that he

is grown up, he still chews bubble gum!

Tom:

Now I remember him! We used to call him Bob

Alice:

Right! Bubble Gum Bob!

_

_ _ _ _J
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Idioms in Context
Re

t

folio

y husband and I went to a high school reunion party in Dill
old town. Almost one hundred people were there. As a rule, 1
enjoy meeting people. But when it comes to large. noisy par·
ties, I get very tired. I told my husband that I would prefer not to stay for
too long. My husband pointed Ollt that we should at least say hello to the
people that we knew. We did ntn into several old friends at the party, so in
spite a/the crowd I still had a good time.
2 During the party, a young man came up to us. "Hello, Mr. and Mrs.
Brown," he said to liS.
l He looked familiar, but I didn't know where 1 had seen the young man
before. I knew it was no use looking to my husband for help. He is terrible
at coming up with names to match with faces. This time, we were both at
a loss to think of his name. We talked with the young man for a while and
then a couple came up to us. It was Don and Liz Wilson. (Her name is
Elizabeth, but everyone caUs her Liz[or short). They were friends of ours.
We had kept in touch, but had not seen them for many years.
~ The young man left after a few minutes [Q talk with some of his other
friends. I told the WiJsons, ''I'm sorry we did not introduce you to that nice
young man. Neither my husband Ilor I could figure out his name."
"That's all right," said Mr. Wilson, "He is our son."

M
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add to

in short

day after day

of one's own accord

go through

once and for all

have to

give rise to

hit upon

resign oneself to

= make larger; increase

The flooding only added to the problems caused by
the storm.

The new research will add to our understanding of
genetics.

Eatin9 IoU c"
c:hocolau will only

a""'" to your
acne prol:>lem.

A: Mom, why are you giving me your dirty socks?
B: I want to add to your collection.

..J day after day = every day for a long time
Day attar day. tu!
waited fur her to

Day after day. she waited for a letter, but none came.

He walked past the house day after day without reatly
noticing it.
A: How can that old man just sit in the park day after day?

B: That's a statue.
44

c=all bllC:k.

..,l

go through = experience something unpleasant

Sn" _1'11; 1;"rougn a
etreeeful time laet year.

He went through some medical tests last week.
"nen we travel, we always go through the same
argument about where (Q stay.

,

.-\: Let's go on the roller coaster one more time!
B: ~o thanks. I don't want to go through that again.

.J

have to

= must

We have to buy more bread.
I have to ftnish this paper by Monday.
A: Can you go to the movies with me?
B: Sorry. I have to babysit tonight.

.J

hit upon = suddenly think up

He hit upol'1 a e1reat Idea for
a birtnday gift..

I ru[ upon a great idea for Amy's party while I was
walking to school today.
How old was Einstein when he hit upon the idea of
relati\iry?
A: This banana pizza is delicious!
B: Thanks.l hit upon the idea while at the zoo yesterday.

.J

in short = briefly; in summary

In shon, I believe everyone should vote against the new tax.
In shon, I don't want to work here any more.

.\_ \\bat did you think of the movie?
B. Well. in shaft, it was the worst movie I've seen this year.

He'e cute. ful'1l'1y. Mcn.
al'1d ell'1gle. 11'1 flnort•
ne"O!l perl"ect:l
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•

..J

of one's own accord = without being asked

My brother decided to clean the house of his own accord.

Her parents were going to tell her to get a job, but she gOI
one of her own accord.
A: Did you put the cat outside?
B: No, he opened the door and went

..J

once and for all

Out

of his own accord.

=forever; for good; finally

J am going to get rid of those cockroaches once and
for all!
He decided to SlOp smoking once and for all.
A: Where are you going with that hammer?
B: I am going to make that car alarm stop once and for all!

I:)

He dee:lded to 'take care
_ h a l .. problem
OI"lG<J and fo.. all.

et hi.,

give rise to = cause something to happen
Your new hair et.y1"

The meeting gave rise to some new plans for the future
of the company.

might

The heavy rain gave rise to an increase in the number
of mosquitoes.
A: I don't think we should leave the dog and cat alone together.
B: You're right. It could give rise to problems.

...J

resign oneself to = accept a situation as unchangeable

She resigned herself to working in her father's company.
You don't have to resign yourself to the same lcind of life
your parents had.
A: Aren't you upset about your test score?
B: o. I just resigned myself 10 being a poor student!
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a""" nee 'to 50me
prot>lema.

Practice
O'oose the best answer,
1. He
do his homework
now because he won't have time
later.

a. day after day
b. has to
c. in short
2. In Russia, I found some interesting
stamps to
my collection.

a. add to
b. go through
c. hit upon
3. He hopes the strong economy will
____ more new jobs.

a. go through
b. of its own accord
c. give rise to
4. The movie was,
. one of
the best films made this year.
a. went through
b, day after day
c. in short
.:>.

She made up her mind, -,----_ _~
to qUit her job and look for a new
one.
a. once and for all
b. have to
c. hit upon

6. The company :-:-__ a new way
to market its clothes.
a. hit upon
b. went through
c. of its own accord

7. He looks sad because he is
____ a djvorce right now.
a. giving rise to
b, adding to
c. going through
8. J want to find a job where J don't
have to do exactly cbe same thing
a. in short
b. once and for all
c. day after day
9. She
staying in town
during the vacation because she
didn't have money to travel.

a. had to
b. resigned herself to
c. added to
10, The lamp fell off the table
_ _ _' Nobody bumped it.
a. of its own accord
b. resign itself to
c. give rise to
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Dialog

day after day
once and for all

have to
add to

of your own accord
resign yourselves to

In the car:
Nancy:

Mom! Jimmy is touching me!

Mother: Enough! I'm sick of asking you to stop! Can't you children
behave
?
Jimmy:

I didn't do anything. She's bothering me!

Mother: _ _ _ _ it's the same thing! "He's touching me!" "She's bothering me!" Are you going to stop this arguing, or do , _ stop the

car?

Nancy:

He started it, mom.

Jimmy:

I did not!

Mother: I want you to stop this nonsense,

Jimmy:
Nancy:

_

Nancy better stop it before she makes me really mad.
You can't make me.

Mother: That's it! The two of you better
a quiet night at home.
You're both grounded! No television! No toys! No friends!
your punishNothing. And no morc talking or I will
ment.

p

•
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Idioms in Context
o

y son is going through adolescence. With all that is going on
in his life, he has a hard time remembering simple instructions. This gives rise to some problems.
~ For example. Wednesday is the day to wash clothes at our house. My
son used to always leave money in his pockets. He never checked his
clothes a/his own accord. Day after day I reminded him to do it, but he
always forgot. I resigned myselfto the fact that I'd /rave to keep checking
his pockets for him.
] Then I hit upon an idea to put a stop to my son's bad habit once and
for alL I told my son, "I am going to put any money that I find in your
pockets in a jar. When I have collected enough money. you have to use it
to take me out to dinner and a movie." In slwrt, I wanted to teach my son
a lesson in a positive way.
; On the next Wednesday, I looked into my son's room. He didn't see me.
1watched him sit down on his bed and check all of his pockets for money.
He took a few coins out of his pants. I was so happy! However, to my surprise, my son put the coins pack into the pocket. Then stood up and got
his wallet out of his bag. He took out a dollar bill and added it to the coins in the
pocket on purpose! I never thought he
wanted to take his mother to dinner
and a movie. I was flattered!

M
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r.

U

D T1

at times

feel for

be likely to

for the sake of

be opposed to

get away wrth

by accident

stand a chance

come from

without question

u at times = sometimes; there are times when
At times, I wish I had studied something other than
medicine.

At times, he can be very cruel.
A: How do you like working in the circus?
B: It's OK. But, at times, I feel a little bored.

.J

be likely to = will probably

•

It is likely to snow this afternoon. Drive carefully.

Someone is likely to ask for your business card. Do
you have any?
A: Let's order some pizza.
B: It's not likely to be open this early in the morning.
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1t'llI ll~ UI rain
this afternoon.

J

be opposed to =against;_ not for; not in favar of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ( '

I·""alway....

b"en oppotted
to

~Iy

mother was always opposed to my father's smoking.
I am not opposed to his joining us for the weekend.

.-\: \Vhy does Bill only shower once a week?
B: He is opposed to wasting water.

.J by accident

eatina I:>eef.

•

=without planning; by luck (good or bad)
__

It happened by accident.

By accident, he hit the wrong button on the keyboard
and lost his file.
She walked into the bathroom by accident while he
was in there.
.-\: What happened to my car?
B: I scratched it by accident. Sorry!

.J come from

=originate in some place

\\bere did your ancestors come from?
These bananas come from Brazil.
A: Where did all these books come from?
B: The library was selling its old books.

.J

feel for = have sympathy for

She felt for the people starving in Africa, so she sent
money to the charity.
I really feel for homeless people.

L

./

.-\: Poor Tom! His pet iguana died.
B: Yeah. I really feel for him.
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.J

for the sake of :: to benefit or improve something
He worite k,oro:l for ttwr
eake of hie family.

For the sake of time. we won't discuss the new budget
at this meeting.
He had to qUit smoking for the sake of his health.
A: Please don't t.ry to cook anymore.
B: OK. I will stop for t.he sake of our relationship.

...J

get away with:: avoid punishment

He t.hought he could get away with hiding a card in his
sleeve, but he got caught.
She pretended she was a student to get the discount
and she got away with it!
A: Did you hear thal Sarah cheated on the test and got an A?
B: I can't believe she got away with it!

..J

stand a chance:: have an opportunity to succeed

The players on the other team are all over six feet tall.
We don't stand a chance!
I really want to ask her on a date. Do you think I stand
a chance?
A: I can build the house by myself!
B: Hall! You don't stand a chance without me!

..J

j'"

it

without question:: for sure; for certain
WIthout

Without question, that is the best movie 1 have ever seen!
The test was, without question, the most difficult test of
the year.
A: What do you think of my painting?
B: You are. without question, the most talented painter I know.
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~ueetk>n.

that. _e the beet
meal r_ had all

thle yea""

Practice

1.

, I wish I could go back to
college and study an.

6. I just brought up the subject
_ _ _ _ conversation.

a. for the sake of
b. at times
c. by accident

a. At times
b. By accident
c. Stand a chance
2. A small company like this doesn't
,.,againsr a corporation

like Microcol11p.

7. The thief robbed the store in the
middle of the day and
it.
a. was opposed to
b. felt for
c. got away with

a. come from
b. stand a chance
c. be likely to

8. I-le stepped on the eat's tail
3. Do you know where these plants
_ _ _1
a. feel for
b. are opposed to
c. come from
..I . He

the plan of looking
for oil in the A1askan wilderness.
a. is likely to
b. is opposed to

a. by accident
b. forthe sake of
c. without question
9. The missionary
the poor
p~ople living in the mountains.
a. got away with
b. felt for
c. stood a chance

c. comes from
:). How many people ,,-

attend the meeting?
a. stand a chance
b. are likely to

_

10. This is
ever been to.

the best party I've

a. without question
b. at times
c. for the sake of

c. feel for
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Dialog

at times

is likely to

came from

stand a chance

is opposed to
without question

At the office:
Betty:

Come in, Bob. I wanted to talk to you about this memo regarding

staff meetings.
Sure. Is there a problem?
Bob:
? It says
Belly: Maybe. But fust, do you know where this memo
tithe staff" but I think one person may have wrinen it
I don't know who wrote it, bur almost no one
the sugBob:
gestion of only having one meeting every two weeks.
of
Belly: I think. it's a good idea, too. But if the idea is going to
being accepted by management, we need to add one thing to the
proposal.
Bob:
What is that?
Betty: _ _ _ _ it might be necessary to have an emergency meeting.
Do you think the staff
accept the suggestion that we
have meetings every two
weeks with possible eroer·
gency meetings once in a
while?
_ _ _ thal should be
Bob:
OK with everyone.
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Idioms in Context
Read the following s,ory.
often play golf with my father. Since I play golf on a college team,
my father doesn't stand a chance of beating me. He is, without
question, one of the worst golfers I've ever played with! In fact, r
think even a beginner could beat him.
~ At times, my father will cheat at golf. He'll kick the ball to put it in a
better position. I'm not opposed to his occasional tricks. Even when I see
him cbeat, [still let bim getaway with itfor the sake aftbe game. It belps
keep the game interesting for both of us.
J My father often hits the ball in the wrong direction. I remember one
time my father hit a duck with his ball by accident! I really feltforthe
duck. My father's ball hit it right on the head! It quacked angrily and flew
away.
"Don't worry, Dad," I said. "The duck is likely to make a full recovery."
~ My father asked, "Where did that duck come from?
It shouldn't be on the golf course."
"The duck wasn't on the golf course,
Dad," I pointed out to my father.

I

o

•
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p

---

.-J

r,

LJ

D T1

as usual

hand over

back up

serve one right

be cut out for

take apart

catch on

turn down

for ages

work out

as usual = in the nannat way

He is going to be late as usual.
As usual, I brushed my teeth right after I ate dinner.
A: Where is Matt?
B: He's playing computer games as usual.
~u_Lha_.

U1l1dng about ""meetf'•

..J back up = move backwards

My faLher had to back up because the car in front of
him broke down.
Could you please back up? You are standing too close.
A: I wouJd like to get the trees in the photo, too.
B: OK. I'll just back up a little.
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..J

be cut out for

=have the correct quaJities for

I don't know ifl'm cut out for graduate school.
:\obody thought she was cut out for the army, but she
became an officer.
A: I didn't know that Dave is afraid of flying.

..,fi;;/(.:'- F
.~

B: Yeah, I don't think he's cut out to be a pilot.

..J

catch on = realize; understand

It IDok him a few minutes to catch on to the joke.
Don't worry. Just follow me and you'll catch on in no
time.
I{~

A: Wow. You learned how to juggle in one day?

B: Yes. I caught on to it qUickly.

..J

for ages

1t~

Don't;wolTY.
You'll catch on eoon!

=for a long time

\\'e haven't visited

grandparents for ages.
That actor hasn't made a movie for ages.
OUl'

He haen't
cut; hIe ~rd

fo.. agea.

.-\: How's your cat?
B: I don't know. I haven't see it for ages.

~

hand over = give to another

This is a robbery! Hand over all of your money!
The old man decided to hand over his business to his sons.
.-\: Alright! Hand over my keys!
B I don't have them!

~

~~~;~
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serve one right = be the correct punishment for one

.J

It would serve him right if she never spoke to him again.

Her talk show was cancelled. It serves her right for being
so rude to her guests.
A: Billy had to do extra homework because he came late to class.
B: Serves him right!

take apart = separate something into pieces

.J

I took apart the fan and put in a new motor.
He takes apart cars and sells the engines.
A: Why did you take apart the computer?
B: I was looking for a file.

.J

turn down=, decline; say "no"

She asked him to go out with her, but he turned her down.
I invited her to join us, but she turned down my invitation.

=

~

A: I tried to join the band but they turned me down.
S: Maybe you should learn how to sing first.

.J

work out=, exercise doing aerobics or weight lifting

How often do you work out each week?
I don't really like to work out, but I do like to play
tennis and basketball.

0.

He d4cided

~

waefil'\llll;y
time to etllr-t.
woridM0 out..

A: Do you work out?
B: Yes. I run to the doout shop every morning.
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Practi ce
0>'::

the best answer

, he found
someone else to go with him.

6. He was embarrassed when he
-,:-:-_-,- to what they were
talking about.

l. After she

a. served him right
b. was cut out for
c. turned him down

a. caught on
b. turned down
c. took apart

2. Be careful when you

You might hit something.

7. The old building was empty
____ until a computer
company moved into it.

a. catch on
b. as usual
c. back up
3. Do you think he
in the CIA?

that job

8. She
the radio. bUl could
not flx it again.

a. for ages

b. is cut out for
c. catches on
4. She failed the test. It
trying to look at my answers.

great equipment.
a. for ages
b. work out
c. hand over

for

a. handed over
b. backed up
c. took apart
9. The police officer demanded that
the robber slowly
. his
gun.

a. is cut out for
b. hands over
c. serves her right
5. The gym where I

a. turn down
b. catch on
c. for ages

has

a. took apart
b. hand over
c. work out
10. The morning traffic was bad
a. as usual
b. back up
c. hand over
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Dialog

catch on
turned me down

as usual
hand it over

for ages
working out

At the apartment
PeLe:

Hey Sarn! Did you borrow my yellow tie?

Sam:

Oh yeah. I've got it.

Pete:
Sam:

Really? With whom?

Pete:
Sam:

Carol Morgan.
You're going out with Carol? I haven't seen her
. How is
she?
She is great! She has been
and looks beuce now than
ever.
Wow! She looked incredible before. How did you get her 10 go out
with you?
I asked her. OK, I had to ask her a few times. She
at
first, but I kept asking.

Pete:

Sam:
Pete:

Sam:
Pete:
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! ''vc got a hot date tonight.

, your annoying nature wins in the end.
I think you're starting LO
. Always remember, "If at first
you don't succeed, try again."

Idioms in Context

my asked her husband to go shopping with her. As usual, her
husband was too busy watching television to go with her.
Amy tried to persuade her husband. She told him, "Come wit.h
me, honey. We haven't been shopping together for ages. I want you to take
a look at some summer dresses with mc. You can help me pick out the
best onc."
! Her husband turfled her down, saying, "You always want to check
every store, Amy. I'm just not cu.t out/or all that walking around."
"Think ont as your chance to work out," Amy suggested. "You'll be getting your exercise for tile day."
J But her husband wasn't listening. He was concentrating on the football
game on television. Amy was so upset that she wanted to take apart the
TV and flush each piece down the toilet! She set out for the shopping mall
alone. But as she was backing up the car in the driveway, she had an idea.
She stopped the car and went back in the house. She told her husband,
"I'm sorry for bothering you, honey. Have fun watching the game." Then
she gave him a kiss and left.
1 At the mall, she found hWldreds of dresses for sale and took her Lime
looking through them all. She picked out two nice ones and went to pay
for them. As she was handing over her credit card to the cashier, the
remote control for her television fell out of her purse.
"My husband is home
watching television,"
Amy explained to the
confused cashier.
"When he catches 011
mat I stole the remote
control, he'll go crazy!
But it serves him. right
for not coming with
me,"

A
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L

r

abide by

keep one's fingers crossed

apart from

make sure

as if

run over

go for

take up

go without saying

tend to

o abide by = obey; follow

~have
to abide by the rules or they will make you
leave.

You ha"'" to al>ld~ by
my rul_lfyou want
to live In my kou_.

He refused to abide by the wishes of his parents.
A; Why didn't you abide by the speed limit?
B: I'm sorry, officer. I was late for my driving class.

o apart from = except
Apart. from the food. he
really enjoyed hi. ~p.

/

Apart from the size of the bedroom, I really liked the
apartment.
She enjoyed her visit to England, apart from the weather.
A: What do you think of my car?
B: Apart from the pink paint, I think it's great.
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-I

as if = in the manner of
He looked ae
if he wa15 angry.

He acted as if nothing was wrong.

Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die today.
A: You look as if you are nervous.
B: I am. This is my flfst time bungee-jumpmg!

.J

go for = try to do

Uyou don't try, you will never know if you can do it. Go
for it!
Their mother went for a university degree at the age of
fifty-nvo.
A: Why is Tom trying to eat 30 donuts?
B: He's going for a world record .

..J

go without saying = obviously; everyone knows

"Will it snow this winter?" "That goes without saying."
It goes \-vithout saying that you have to attend class to get a
good grade.

It gotl15 without
eaying that: th",." will

"" I:>e.... at th.. party.

A: You should wear a seat belt when you drive.
B: That goes without saying.

.J

keep one's fingers crossed = wish for go?d luck

We kept OUI fingers crossed as they announced the
resuJrs of the contest.
Good luck! I'll keep my fingers crossed.

Th.. operation le almoet
GOmP'lrte. He lookts I'k.!: h...",
going to I:>e fln...

A: Are you going to ask her for a date tomorrow?
B: Yeah. Keep your fmgers crossed!
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..J

make sure = check to be sure

He made sure to lock the door when he left.
Who makes sure that these computers are turned off
at night?

Ma~ &ure you I110w ....
out;

A: I am going to Hawaii this summer.
B; Make sure to take lots of sun screen!

..J run over

'tne candle
£10 'to t>ed.

~re you

= drive over something
You'...., £I~ to 1nl Cllreful wnfl'n
you ero&e 'the road.

I ran over a snake in the road this morning.
A bicyclist ran over her toe!

You don'1; _nt 'to £let run """""

A: What happened to my flowers?
B: That boy ran over them on his bike.

.J

take up = use space or time

Painting a house takes up a lot or rime.
That old sofa rakes up a lot of space. Let's ger rid of it.
A: I'm sorry to take up so much of your time, doctor.
B: No problem. I'm glad you are feeling bener.

.J

Th" eofa Ulkee up .. lot; of
15paU In the IMM" room.

+++

tend to = usually do; have the habit of

His boss tends to worry about every little thing.
Traffic tends to get heavy around five in the evening.

, I'

~----~
Do0lSUnd'to
1nl friendly and
loyal to 'thel,.

A: I'm going to take a jacket to the movies.
B: Good idea. It tends to be cold in the theater.
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Practice
Choose the best a, _
I.

her, there was no one
there that I knew.
a. Apart from
b. As if
c. Tend to

a. goes without saying
b. abides by
c. runs over

2. Anyone who does not _-:-_ _
the rules will be asked to leave.

a. make sure
b. take up
c. abide by

a. abide by
b. keep your fingers crossed
c. go for

a. as if
b. go without saying
c. apart from
Please move your car forward. It's
____ too much space.
a. running over
b. taking up
c. making sure

8. I'm taking the big test tomorrow.

---'
a. Run over
b. Make sure
c. Keep your fingers crossed

nothing

had happened.

.:>.

7. Please
that your name is
spelled correctly on the phone Iisl.

a. take up
b. make sure
c. go for

3. Do you plan to
a
master's degree in university?

-1. Everyone acted

6. It
that you need a hat to
protect yourself from the sun at
the beach.

9. The students in that school
_--;-_---::do better on tests than
students from other schools.
a. tend to
b. go for
c. abide by

10. The tire went flat after he
_ _ _ _ a nail.
a. went for
b. ran over
c. tended to
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Dialog

apart from
make sure

go for
tend to

goes \vithout saying

take up

At the gym:

Nice: Hi, Carol! I didn't Icnow you started working out here.
Carol: r just started a few days ago.
Alice: Do you have a trainer? Lots of beginners
work out too
much their first few days, and they end up quining because it's
too difficult.

carol: No, I don't have a trainer. 1just decided I wanted to lose some
weight and joined the gym.
Nice:

Well.
it.

you don't do too much until you've gonen used to

Carol:

lifting some weights, the only other exercise I do is
swimming. You don't think that's too much, do you?

ALice:

No, that sounds good. It's great that you found a good program
and decided to
it! It
thac I am proud of you!
Carol: Thanks, Alice! Well, I should go. I don't want to
too
much time talking when I should be exercisingl

,
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Idioms in Context

hen our son turned sixteen, he decided it was high time he
got a driver's license. Once our son makes up his mind to do
something, he goes/or it. My wife and I had to go with him
to practice his driving almost every night for two weeks! It took up a lot of
our time. Over all, he was a pretty good driver. He did his best to abide by
the traffic rules. Apartfrom the time he ran over the garbage can when he
was backing up, [ thought he did very well.
1 My wife, on the other hand, was always nervous when our son got
behind the steering wheel. Lt goes withollt saying that my wife tended to
react more strongly when our son made a mistake. She always came back
pale and exhausted after a trip in the car with our son.
3 Finally the day came for our son's driving
test. I told him before the test, "Make sure you
watch your speed, son. You tend to go around
corners too fast. Well, good luck! I'll keep my
fingers crossed"
41n just a few hours, my son came back with
his driver's License! I asked him how his driving
test went. He said the man giving him the test
was very nice. The man even asked if he could
do anything to make my son more relaxed during the test. My son told him, "When I come to a
traffic light you can scream as if we're going to
die. Then I'll feel like my mom is in the car."

W

0
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p......,

u blow up

r,

LJ

o

T1

11

blow up

for the most part

bring back

make one's way

burn down

no matter

catch fire

sort of

come to

tear down

=explode

The bomb blew up but no one was hurt.
Don't put that can near the fire or it might blow up.
A: How did the fire start?
B: The old gas heater blew up.

.J

bring back = return; cause to return

He brought back the video that he had borrowed from
me.
The picture brought back memories of her childhood.

A: Can I borrow your car?
B: Sure. But bring it back before 5:00, please.
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••
The eong t>roug~
t>ack eome ok:l
m.,..."ori_ ......

J

burn down = completely destroy by fire

The school burned down in 1910.

If you play wit.h
match",,,,. you COlJld
bum down t.h.. houfIe.

Help! The church is burning down.
A: What happened to all the trees?
B: They burned down in the forest fire last year.

J

catch fire = start to burn
The log c:aught fi .....
lmmedla:t:ll'ly.

The wood \-vas wet, so it didn't catch fire very easily.
His clothes caught fire because he stood too close to the
srove.
A: Let's move the candles away from the window.
B: You're right. The curtains might catch fire.

..J

come to = reach

\\ben you come to the end of this part of the test, stop.
If you come to a word you don't know, use a dictionary.
:\: Excuse me. How can I get to Tom's Market?
B: Go straight. When you come to the intersection, turn right

J

for the most part = generally

For me most part, I enjoyed the time I spent in the
country.
For the most part she was satisfied '-vith her performance.
For t.h", mo"t
part. I really

A: How's your new job?
B: It's \'ery interesting for the most part.

"'"joyed my tnp.
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.J

make one's way = go in the direction of (with purpose)

They made their
way acroee the country.

He made his way to the front of the line.
They made their way from California to Texas along
Route 66.

.' A: I can't get a good look at the band.
B: Let's make our way to the front.

i..l no matter =

make no difference

I can't get an "A" in the class no matter how well I do on

~

'"...
No mat;t.er how much I
comb my hair, It atway6
took" me"eyl
/-.--'

the final exam.
You don't have any money? No maner. You can pay me
next time.
A: No matter what 1 try, I can't start my computer!
B: Is it plugged in?

-J

sort of =kind nf; a little

This restaurant is sort of expensive. Do you want to go
somewhere else?
I'm sort of tired. Can I meet you some other time?
A: Have you ever had shark?
B: Yes. It tastes sort of like chicken.

::l tear down = destroy something that was built

They warn; 1;0 t:aar down

the old apartmerrte 'to
build new onee.

I heard they are going to tear down the old stadium.
The workers had to tear down everything and start again.
A: I'm glad they tore down the wal1.
B: Me, too. The view is much better!
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0
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Practice
case 'e best a
1.

5

e

, all the songs on her new
album sound just like her old
songs.

a. For the most part
b. No matter
c. Sort of

a. made her way
b. caught fire
c. blew up
7. Some people want to
fashions of the 19705.

2. He said he will be there
what.

the

a. bring back
b. burn down
c. catch fire

a. no matter
b. sort of
c. for the most part
3. The gas truck
the tree.

6. She
through the airport
looleing for the baggage claim area.

when it hit

a. blew up
b. burned down

8. The milk tastes
Maybe it went bad.

strange.

a. come to
b. sort of
c. tear down

c. came to
4. If the grease in a pan
don't throw water on it!

a. tears down
b. has time off

c. catches fire
S. More than one hundred square
acres of me forest

a. sort of
b. burned down

c. came true

9. He got a ticket because he didn't
_ _ _ _3 complete stop at the
stop sign.

a. burn down
b. come to
c. blew up
10. They wam to
that old
bridge and build a new one.
a. catch fire
b. make their way
c. tear down
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Dialog

burned down
for Ibe most part

caught fire

sort of

come 10
tear down

On the street:
Berry: Wow! That was a huge fire last night.
Kim:
Belly:

It's hard to believe that there used to be a four-slory office buildto the ground.
ing right there. The whole thing
?
Does anyone know how it

Kim:

I heard someone say someming about an electrical fire. Maybe it
was bad wiring.

Berry:

It's
well.

Kim:

, I feel pretty safe in our building. It's much newer than
the building that burned down.

scary to think that could happen in our building as

Bctty: I guess they're going to
the burned parts of the building
that are still standing and build a new office building there.
Kim:
I'm sure they will. Probably if we
this spot in a few
months, we won't even recognize the place.

~,I"
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Idioms in Context

ast summer, I visited my hometown. I had not been there for ten
years. I kept in [Quch with my parents while I was away, but no
matter how much they tried to tell me about the changes in our
IOwn, I was still surprised at what I saw. As I made my way through the
streets around my parent's house, many of the places I saw brouglll back
memories of my childhood. First, I saw my elementary school plaY4
ground. Then I saw my best friend's old house.
1 Some of my favorite places were gone. For example, the old movie theateT had hunted dOlUll years ago. It caughtfirewhen the heater in the
basement blew up. The old store where I used to buy candy was tonl
dowll. Now a four-story office bUilding stands in its place.
J As 1 came to the corner by the old bank, I ran into Mr. Collins. My parenlS were friends with the Collins when I was young. I went up to Mr.
Coil ins and said hello. He looked sort o[confused.
I told him, "I'm John and Helen's daughter."
Mr. CoUins said, "Oh! You're Helen's daughter. Such a bcamifullady."
Then Mr. Collins called his wife over.
"Lucy! Come here! It's Helen's daughter. You remember I-Ielen. Such a
beautiful lady."
'Mrs. Collins came over. She looked at me and said, "Oh, yes. Helen was
so pretty." Then she said, "For the most part. you take after your father."
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r,
;:)

:l

o

T1

be free to

noway

become of

on the other hand

die of

stand to reason

furnish A with 8

turn up

keep track of

what if

be free to =have the opportunity to
At my 6Ghool. e'tudenU

are m .. to u""

She was free to choose any dish on the menu.
You are free to leave as soon as you finish the test.
A: Where would you like me to sit?
B: You're free to sit where you like.

o become of =:- happen to; occur

c:omp.... t.ere after c:laee.

iD.
0_.

Don't. give up
your d...,am6.
Just look at; what

r

Do you know what became of that singer? I haven't
heard about him for ages.
Many people wonder what's become of OUT sense of
decency.
A: What will become of that old car?
B: I think they will seU it to a museum.
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b"c:ame of

Mic~1

..J

die of =be the cause of death

I almost died of embarrassment when my swimming suit
came off.

We are all e01ne to die of
eomethlngl

Jr'.

The trees died of poison in the soil from the nearby factory

A: My parrot died of old age.
B: I'm sorry to hear that.

J

..

-'''-.-.1=""---

furnish A with B = provide B to A
The hotel furn!6heoel lJOS
with free drinkos all week.

The school furnished the students with new desks.
The speaker fiunished everyone at the presentation
with a copy of his latest book.
A: How's your job going?

B: Great! My company furnished me with a new laptop computer.

..J

keep track of =watch or count

The teacher had a hard time keeping track of all the children.
Let's keep track of how much we spend on food during our
vacation.
A: How many hamburgers did you eat?

B: I couldn't keep track of them all!

..J

no way

=I don't believe it

5he& alwayll' bolJeoy keepine
trac:k of her c:hlldren.

'.
_
,.'

··m~·
.'
.. ~

He& on the were h1;
IlftIne team? No way!

You are forty years old? No way! You look so young!
You met Elizabeth Taylor? No way!
A: Did you hear that aliens have landed in LA.?

B: Xoway!
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.J

on the other hand = but; looking at the other side of the situation

New York is very romantic. On the other hand, it is
very cold in the winter.
Restaurants have a nice atmosphere. On the other
hand, eating out is expensive.

He likee
eat;"9 cookiee.
0" the other ha"d,
he ul!>ually gete a
raeh from them.

A: The new house is smaller than the old one.
B: But on the other hand, it is in a better neighborhood.

.J

stand to reason

=be a logical conclusion; obviously follow

It stood to reason that the criminal should be punished.

It stands to reason that if you eat too much, you will
gain weight.
A: It's starting to rain.
B: It stands to reason that we should close the window.

.J

turn up

=suddenly appear after being lost or missing

My wallet turned up in the lost-and-found office.
Please call me if my car keys (urn up.

A: Did you find your missing dog?
B: Yeah. He turned up last night.

.J

what if = i.n the event that; suppose that

What if you won the lottery?
What if I get sick?

A: What if I get sick? Who will take care of me?
B: Call your mother. She just lives across town.
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It eta"de to re:aeo"
that if you I!l't.u<:ly
hard, you will do well
i" ec:hool.

Practice
C0
1.

es

you got a free ticket to
fly anywhere in the world? Where
would you go?

a. stands to reason

a. Noway
b. On the other hand
c. What if
2. He never knew what
best friend from high school.

b. dies of
c. furnishes them with
his

a. what if
b. became of
c. no way

a. turn up

a. On the other hand
b. Become of
c. What if

ring

smoking related iUnesses each
year.
a. die of
b. stand to reason
c. keep track of
9. We need to find a berter way to
-,-_---,_ all the orders we receive
through e-mail.

a. furnish me with
b. are free to
c. die of
~Iy

8. Thousands of people _ _----:_

disagree with my

opinion.

,:).

7. They will
a name tag
when yOll register at the
conference.
b. furnish you with
c. be free to

3. I could start studying this
\\"cekend.
, the test isn't
until next Thursday.

-l. You -,--

6. It
that some people
might have trouble living in a
foreign COWl try.

in the bottom of

a. keep track of
b. turn up
c. stand to reason

the washing machine.

a was free to
b. died of
c. nuned up

10. You won $200 at the casino?
!

a. Become of
b. No way
c. On the other hand
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Dialog

became of

on the other hand

died of
turn up

noway
what if

In the yard:
Max:
Sam:
Max:
Sam:

Do you know what
the old man who lived on the corner, Sam? I saw that his house was up for sale.
I heard he
a sudden heart attack a few weeks ago.
! He seemed so healthy.
I can't really believe it either. The police should look into his
death. Some interesting things about that family might

Max:

What are you talking about?

Sam:

That old man was a millionaire!
wanted that money?

Max:

, maybe his family just has a history of bad hearts.
You've been reading too many detective novels. Sam.

Sam:

You never know, Max. Things like that don't only happen in

novels.
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one of his children

_

Idioms in Context
Read the following story,
ark had a pet parrot named Billy. He liked to let Billy out of
his cage so that he was free to walk around the house. Mark
did not bother to keep track a/Billy when he was out
because the bird never got into trouble.
lOne day, Mark let Billy out of his cage as usual. Suddenly, Billy flew out
the window! At first, Mark didn't worry. "Billy will tunt up when he gets
hungry," Mark thought. "On tile other hand, what if Billy gets caught and
eaten by a dog or a cat! Or what ifit gets too cold outside? What if he can't
find any food? He might die a/hunger!" Mark did his best to find Billy
over the next two days, but he had no luck. He began to think that his parrot was gone for good. Mark knew something terrible must have become
a/Billy because he didn't come home.
J Then a phone call took Mark by surprise. The person on the phone
asked, "Is this Mark? I think I have your parrot."
"No way! Really?" Mark exclaimed in surprise. Then he asked, "How did
you know my phone number?"
The caller said, "Your parrot furnished me with the number. It keeps
saying 'Hello, you have called 243·7855. This is Mark. Please leave a mes·
sage.' So it stands to reason that this is
your bird."
~ Then Mark remembered that
BiUy's cage was next to the answer·
ing machine.

M
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p
-'

'J at first glance

r,

U

o

Tl

at first glance

drive one crazy

attend to

fed up with

back and forth

play a part in

be no use -ing

take into account

dear-<Ut

turn into

= after a quick look

The problem looked easy at first glance.
At first glance, she seemed to be very young.
A: What do you think of my drawing?
B: At first glance, it looks like a monkey in a suit.

.J

attend to = take care of

She had 10 attend to the guests in the other room.
The staff 3llended to our every need at the resort.
A: I'm sorry. but I'm afraid that I have to leave.
B: 0 problem. J have some things to attend to as well.
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At; fir-et; alan"",
he lookoul elmlla.. to hie l>rot.I1er.
"ut; now, I can ""e the difference.

p

-

...J

r,

U

r,
U

o

T1

at first glance

drive one crazy

attend to

fed up with

back and forth

play a part in

be no use ·ing

take into account

dear-<ut

turn into

at first glance = after a quick look

At fl,."t elanC<!',

ne looked similar- to hi" broth""
Out now, lean "e" the difference.

The problem looked easy at first glance.
At first glance, she seemed to be very young.
A: What do you think of my drawing?
B: At first glance, it looks like a monkey in a suit.

...J

attend to = take care of

She had to attend to the guests in the other room.
The staff attended to OUI every need at the resort.
A: I'm sorry, but I'm afraid that I have to leave.
B: No problem. I have some things to attend to as well.

BD

..,I

back and forth = go and come between two places

The dog ran back and forth across the yard.
The tennis players hit the ball back and forth for
almOSt five minutes.
A: So you work in New York, but you live in Vermont?
B: Yes. I drive back and forth every weekend.

..J

be no use -ing = does not change the situation

It's no use getting upset over a broken glass.
I tried to cheer her up, but it was no use talking to her.

Ita no u"e

~ettln~

upeet.

over an ex-glr\fr1enc:l.

A: It's no use trying to fix that old TV again!
B: You're right. Let's buy a new one.

..J

clear-cut = easily seen; clear

That is the most clear-cut explanation of the theory I
ha\·e ever heard.

It look" like we have a
clear-cut wInner!

There did not seem to be any clear-cut solution to the
problem.
A: if you don't like your job, just quit!
B: It's not so clear-cut. My boss is also my father-in-law.

..J

drive one crazy = make angry; bother or a.nnoy
He'" p.,ginnlne
1;0

<:I......., me crazy.

These mosquitoes are driving me crazy!
He was trying to drive her crazy on purpose.
A.: That noise is driving me crazy!
B: Sorry. I'll practice my violin somewhere else.
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a fed up with = sick of; at the limit of one's endurance
She was fed up with living in such a small apartment.
Aren't you fed up with having to work so much overtime?
A: I am fed up with eating ham everyday!
B: OK. Tomorrow we'll have bacon.

...J

play a part in

=have an effect on something; be involved with

The bad weather played a part in our decision to
cancel the picnic.
Education plays an important part in success.
A: How did you put out the fire so quickly?
B: Volunteer fire fighters played a part in stopping tile fue.

li!."€tu1ar ~rcl_ playe a
par-t In l!I'tayin9 healthy.

[~
..-

00 ••• c::::::=J

.J

take into account = consider

She didn't take into account the fact that the bank
was closed on Saturdays.

He didn~ take into ac;(;OuMt
ths po_ibllit:y that the
pue might Pe late.

Did you take into account the possibility that some
people don't like seafood?
A: I made reservations at the Milton Hotel for dinner.
B: Did you take into account that we only have $20!?

..J

turn into

=become; change to

The conversation turned into an argument.
The frog turned into a handsome prince.
A: Your puppy really eats a lot!
B: Yes. He's going to turn into a big dog someday'
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They I!\aY wh"n
I drink,
ltum into a
moneter:

Practice
C

0

)se the

b~s

answer
6. Let's buy a new oven. _,---_ _
trying to fix that old one!

1. Do you know the name of the
doctor who was
you?

a. turning into
b. playing a part in
c. attending to

a. Attend to

b. It's no use
c. At first glance

2. How often do you have to drive
~
between the two cities?

7. Very few problems in society have
_ _ _ _ solutions.

a. clear-cut
b. back and fortb
c. at first glance

a. fed up with
b. turn into
c. clear-cut

8. This one looks bener ---,_ _~
but I'll have to make a closer

3. I am
having sandwiches for lunch every day.

inspection.

a. back and forth
b. take into account
c. fed up with

a. at first glance
b. back and forth
c. fed up with

4. No one
the possibility
that the river would rise so high.

9. The author had started to write a
short story, but it
a
novel.

a. took into account
b. played a part in
c. drove crazy

a. drove him crazy
b. turned into
c. took into account

5. One thing that really
is
people who chew their gum loudly.
a. drives me crazy
b. turns into
c. takes into account

•

10. The politician's promise of no taxes
his getting elected.
a. attend to
b. played a part in
c. clear-cut
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Dialog

back and forth
fed up \Vith

attend to
driving me crazy

clear-cut
plays a part in

At home:
Linda: Honey. I'm home!
Dan:

How was your day, dear?

Unda: Terrible! I had (0
way across town.
Oao:

a problem at our branch office all the

Was traffic a problem or something?

Unda: No, the situation at the branch office is the problem. There doesn't
seem to be a
solution at the Illomenl. so I will have to
keep going over there.

Dan:

Then you won't be working in the head office for a while?

Unda: Oh, I still have my work there, too. So now I have to drive
_ _ _ _ between the offices. This job is
!

Dan:

WeU, you've been complaining about this job for a while. If you
it, why don't you try to find a new onc?

are so

Linda: You're right. This job
['m going to quit!

making my life too stressful.

o
o
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Idioms in Context

ometimes at my job I have (0 attend to work in the back of the
store, like unpacking boxes or checking inventory. When someone comes in the store and they don't see anyone atfirst glance,
they think the store is closed. Just to make it clear that 1 am in the store
and ready to help, J put a bell on the coumer. I also put a sign next to the
bell that says. "Please ring the bell if you need help."
2) thought the bell was a clear-cut solution to my problem, and il
worked great at first. I could always hear it even if r had on headphones
and was listening to music. For the first week, I never missed a customer.
Unfortunately, however, my great idea didn't last long. I didn't take into
account the fact that some people might enjoy ringing the bell for fun.
3 The bell started driving me crazy after a while. Children played a big
part in this problem. They INouId come into the store, ring the bell, and
run outside again. I had to keep running backundforth from the back of
the store to the front. One day a little boy took the bell and ran arotmd the
store ringing it over and over again! I knew it was no llse getting angry
with the boy. He was JUSl a child. However, I was really fed up with the
bell! I threw it in a box and hid it under the counter. However, I forgot to
take down the sign when I got rid of the bell. This turned into the real
solution to my problem.
4 Now, when someone comes into the store, 1 know that lhey need help
\vhen I hear them yell, "Hey! Where is the. bem"

S
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p or,
---

..J

o

Tl

be bound to

hand out

day in and day out

in one's way

for sale

make a difference

give birth to

tell A from B

give in

upside down

be bound to = be certainly going to

My parents are bound to disagree with my decision to join
the circus.
The table was bound to break from all the weight put on it.
A: What do you think Dad will say about the broken window?
B: He's bound to be angry.

.J

day in and day out =every day; all the time

Day in and day out, our next door neighbors argued.
The rain fell day in and day out, flooding the small town.
A: Why does Tim look so tired?
B: He's been studying day in and day out for the big test.
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My pllren'te are
l10und to dlsagnM.
!:>ut; I've d«:lded
rm moving to New York.

for sale = able to be bought; selling

..J

They

put their houIM up fo,.

_le.

The car that I saw for sale yesterday has already been sold.
You can find good fruits and vegetables for sale on the
street during the summer.
.-\: Why is your new boat for sale?
B: Po'fy,we gets seasick!

give birth (to)

J

=have (a child)

saUy gave birth to twins last week.

How many puppies does a dog usually give birth to at
one time?

5he le about
"to
he,. baboy.

to give birth

.-\: I want to have my baby in a hospital.

B: Twould rather give birth in my own home.

..J

give in = surrender; agree to someone's persuasion

He kept asking until r finally gave in and invited him
join us.

[Q

The protesters said they would not give in unti] all of
their demands were met.

He gave In 1;0 his
paren't6' demands
and cut hit' hal,.
I!>hore.

A: That big guy keeps telling me to do his homework.
B: Don't give in!

..J

hand out =give to many people

Our teacher will hand out the final grades for the class
on Friday.
The s[Qre was handing out free samples of cake to the
customers.

The I!>tore wae
handing out

me c:ot'm~ct'
eamplee.

.-\: Hey! Where did you get that donut?
B: They are handing out free food at the store.
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..J

in one's way =blocking; hindering

The box was in my way. so I had to move it.
She couJd not see the moon because the trees were in
her way.

I c:a,,'t l!l6e anything.
Thie; pig BUY le
in my way.

A: Excuse me, Your chair is in my way.
B: Sorry!

.J

make a difference = be important to; affect

The new paint makes a big difference. Your house looks
great now!
It won't make much difference if we take the other road.
A: I don't like black and whHe movies.
B: Me neither. I think the color makes a difference.

.J

tell A from B = know the difference between

It was impossible to tell the real painting from the fake one.
When they are wearing the same clothes, I can't tell one
twin from the other.
A: Did you know that Sally is calor blind?
B: Yeah. She can't tell green from blue.

.J

upside down = the top toward the ground

Somebody hung the picture upside dmVl1.
The plane flew upside down for a few seconds.
A; What are you going to do with those roses?
B: I am going to hang them upside down to dry.
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The doctor _Id thatr'
the_ pills will make
a pig dlfferenc:e.

Practice

L

, the weather station
watches the horizon for coming
storms.

6. It
rain tonight, so we
should close all of the windows.

a. is bound to

a. Upside down

b. give in

b. Day in and day out
c. In my way

c. upside down

2. Even if your child cries, you should
not
and buy him candy

or cookies.

7. Watching American TV really
_-,------,_ in my ability to speak
and understand English.

a. for sale
b. gave birth to
c. made a difference

a. for sale
b. give in
c. hand out

8. My grandmother

3. He would stand on the street

corner and
_
advertisements to people.
a. day in and day out
b. hand out

six
children before she was thirty
years old.
a. gave birth to
b. gave in
c. made a difference

c. for sale
9. Nothing stood
-t. The car turned
after it
drove off of the highway.

a. for sale
b. in his way
c. upside down
.:J.

How can you
ones?

the bad

a. give birth to
b. tell the good ones from
c. upside down

as she

advanced in her career.
a. was bound to
b. for sale
c. in her way
10. I saw a used sail boat
the newspaper.

in

a. give in
b. hand oul
c. for sale
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Dialog

are bound to
in the way

for sale
make a difference

upside down
leU the real ones from

At the store:
lae:
usa:
lae:

There are some socks
over there. Let's go look at them.
They
be morc expensive here than at Quick Mart.
The sign says they are only a doUar per pair. How much are they
at Quick Mart?

Usa:

Ninety cems per pair.

lae:
Usa:

Ten cents does not really
to me. I'll just buy them here.
_
This must be a good sale! There are so many people
that you can hardly get to the socks.

lae:

Let's go to the other side. There are fewer people over there.

Usa:

Wow! These are designer socks, but they are so cheap!

lae:

They're not real designer socks.
They're fake ones.

Usa:

How can you

the fake

ones?

lae:

90

Look at the designer symbol. It should
go this way. but they put it
!

• H""""
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Idioms in Context
e
ur neighbor's cat gave birth to kittens. Of course, as soon as
my son saw the "Kittens For Sale" sign in our neighbor's yard,
he wanted to go take a look at them. My husband and I knew
that if our son saw the kittens, he was bound to want one for a pet. So we
tried to avoid seeing them. Day in and day Ollt, our son kept asking when
we could go see the kittens. I kept telling my son he couldn't have a cat,
but it didn't make a difference. He wanted to see them anyway. Finally, we
gave in and we all went to see them.
2 There were several other people at my neighbor's house looking at the
kittens. Our neighbor was standing next to the box handing out kittens
left and right for people to look at. There were plenty of kittens to go
around. My husband and son went to see the kittens, but I wanted nothing to do with them. 1stayed near the door and tried not to be in anyone's
way.
3 After looking at the kittens, my son ran
over to me. "Come and see, Moro!" he
said. "There are three boy kittens and
two girl kittens."
I asked my son, "How can you tell
the boys from the girls?"
~ My son said, "Dad told me. He
turns them upside down and
looks under them. I think it's
written on the bottom."

O
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o

.J

as soon as

T1

as soon as

get over

attribute A to B

get used to

be apt to

in comparison with

cut down on

in no time

end up

used to

= right after; when

As soon as you delete a worthless file, you'll need it.

I'll ~ $ha,..., 015
eoon ato I canl

As SOon as the sun rises in the morning, the farmer
starts working.
A: Are you coming to lunch?
B: I'll be there as Soon as I finish ll1is.

...J

attribute A to 8 = say A is a result of B

Scientists attribute the warm weather to pollution.

Many of the deaths in the earthquake were attributed to
poor construction.
A: Why are your shoes in my yard?
B: I attribute that to your dog!
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Moet: people
at:tril>uu Ule good
economy to the
. - preeld~mt.

.J

be apt to = be likely to; will probably

ue

He le apt to
late for Cla6l!J
l>=a....ee he h<le a night Jol>.

Wirhout a map, you are apt to get lost on the small,
confusing streets.
He is apt to fail the test because he didn't study.
A: Let's go shopping!
B: It's a holiday. Stores are apt to be closed.

J

cut down on :: reduce; do/have less

After 'that nigh't.
he a=ided to cut; down

on alcohol.

We cut down on driving because the price of gasoline
is wo high.
She cut down on eating snacks between meals.
A: Why don't you want some cake?
B; My dentist told me to cut down on sugar.

.J

end up = finally be; be in the end

They ended up working on the project all night
because of the deadline.
The extra food at the party ended up in the garbage.

The Ice-cream ended
up
'the floor.

"M

;\: Let's climb over the fence and touch the tiger!
B: No thanks. I don't want to end up as lunch.

.J

get over = recover from; overcome

It [Oak her almost a week to get over her jet Jag from the
long flight.
She got over her old boyfriend very quickly and started
dating a new boy.
:\: How did you get over your cold so fasH
B: I ate 30 oranges a day for 3 days.
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..J

get used to = be accustomed to; be familiar and comfortable with

After I got used to waking up early, I enjoyed my extra
time in the morning.

•

How long did it take you to get used to living in your
newaparnnent?
A: It's almost midnight. Aren't you tired?
B: No. I'm used to going to bed late.

.J

in comparison with

=looking at in order to see the difference

In comparison with her first book, the author's second
book was not very good.
This rock is heavy in comparison with its size.
A: Your house is so small.
B: Yes, but in comparison with myoid house, it's a palace!

'The -.tkm- In die South Is
u.Wllly~ln

GOmparison wtUI the< Noreh.

.J

in no time = very quickly

If you make a few American friends, you can improve
your English in no time.
In no time. the firefighters arrived at the fire.

A: Are we almost there? I am so hungry!
B: Don't worry. We'U be there in no time.

.J

used to =occurring or existing in the past
5ke ulNd 'to have straight: hair.

My family used to eat dinner together, but now we
are too busy.
The excuse for missing homework used to be "the
dog ate it." ow it's "the disk was erased. n
A: What is your favorite sport?
B: I used to like squash, but now 1like racquetball.
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Practice

l. He is trying to

his
smoking, but he doesn't plan to
quit completely.

a. be apt to
b. cut down on
c. get used to

the way
2. I will never
people drive in this city!
a. attribute to
b. cut down on
c. get used to

work in a large
6. My father
company, but he started his own
business.

a. got used to
b. ended up
c. used to
7. The movie
selling out
before we got to the theater, so we
couldn't see it.

a. as soon as
b. ended up

c. got over
the fact that she
failed the exam and began

3. She

studying for the next one.
a. is apt to
b. got over
c. i.n no time

8. The lower number of people flying
overseas this year was
the slowing economy.
a. attributed to
b. in comparison

c. used to
4. She called her parents
she heard the good news.

a. as soon as
b. in no time
c. used to
5. The food is much better at this

restaurant
the restaurant
where we usuaJly eat
a. attribute to
b. end up
c. in comparison with

break
9. This picture frame
if we try to mail it, so we should
find another gift to send.

a. is apt to
b. cuts dovm on
c. gets over
10. We could finish this job
if we had the right tools.
a. attribute to
b. in no time
c. in comparison with
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Dialog

as soon as
in comparison with

end up
in no time

get used to
used to

At school:
Mary:

How do you like our new teacher, Tom?

Tom:

J don't like her. She doesn't teach very well

Mary:
Torn:

Ms. Smith.

Why do you say that?

Ms. Smith

take her time and explain the lessons with

lots of interesting examples, but our new teacher goes too fast.
Mary:

Maybe you just need some time to

our new teacher's

style of teaching.
Tom:

I'll probably

failing this class. I can't even do the

homework for Monday.
Mary:

I can help you. I'm sure I can explain the homework to you
_ _ _ _, It probably won't even take an hour.
Tom: That would be great. Mary! Can we meet on Saturday?
Mary: I'm going to see a movie with a mend Saturday afternoon, but I
can call you
,.--,---,,_ _ J get
back from the
movie.

Tom:

Thanks! See you
on Saturday, Macy.

o

o
o

o
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Idioms in Context
'le
esearch has found that as soon as a man and a woman get
married, they sran putting on weight. Men usually gain about
four pounds. Women gain about five.
Researchers attribute the weight gain to changes in the exercise habits

R

of newly married couples. A newly married man who used to spend several hours each week exercising is apt to Stop exercising in order to spend
more time with his new wife.
1 After the couple gets used to their new life together, they may begin to

exercise again. However. usually the couple ends up exercising for a
shorter time together in comparison wit" the time they exercised
separately before marriage. One way a husband and wife can get over this
problem is to begin to exercise together soon after the wedding.
3 The food a couple eats can also help the couple
control their weight. In general, most people
need to Cltt dOWIl Oil the foods which
are high in fat. Couples who are used
to eating a lot of beef, fried food,
and deserts should try to eat more
vegetables. chicken, and fish.
~ Couples who start putting on
weight after marriage can get
back to their old healthy weight
ill no time with the proper diet
and exercise.
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beats me

might as well

date back to

not at all

have access to

put out

lead the way

stand out

letdown

think over

':J beats me = I don't know.

"Do you know who this book belongs to?" "Beats me."
It beats me why anyone would want to live in
Antarctica.
A: Where is Jim today?
B: Beats me.

.J

date back to =come from the past time

This painting dates back to the first century.
Some buildings in Europe date back several hundred years.
A: Professor, how old is that Viking ship?
B: It dates back to the 14th century.
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Th" book dataoe
vack ~ th" 19th
c:entury.

................................................:
J have access to

,

;

.

,

=have the ability to get; have permission to enter

Only employees have access to this part of the factory.
You need his password to have access to his e-mail
account.

You need to type In
your paeeword to rn.....,
ac:eell!lll!l to t;he fllo:r.

A: This hotel room is very nice.
B: We also have access to the fitness cemer.

.J

lead the way

=walk first to show the way

She led the way to the mansion's dining room.
If you follow me, I will lead the way to a brighter future!
A: I am afraid to go into that dark building!
B: Don't worry. I'll lead the way.

.J let down = sad; disappointed

I was let down by the second movie in the series. The first
one was so good!
Please don't let me down. I am counting on you.
A: 1can't believe that your girlfriend forgot your birthday!
B: Yeah. I feel really let down .

.J

might as well

=may as well; why not?

I might as well go with you. I have nothing else to do.
Nobody is going to eat the rest of the cake. You might as
well throw it out.

My n<:fXt; clall!lS dO<':15n"t
I:>egln for 45 mlnutee.
J might as wo:rll do
5Omo:r studying.

A: The movie doesn't start for another 10 minutes.
B: We might as well gel some popcorn while we're waiting.
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'J not at all = not in any way

The peppers were not spicy at all.
"Would you mind giving me a ride home?" "Not at all."

~
J

A: Do you think this dress is ugly?

\

B: Not at all!

..J

put out = extinguish a flame or fire
Don't forget to put. ove tile
fire t>efon!= )'OU go 'to sleep.

The fire fighters put out the fire before it spread [Q orner
houses.
Be sure to put out me candles before you leave.
A: Sir, please put out your cigarette.
B: Sorry. I didn't know this was a non-smoking area.

'J stand out

= be very noticeable

With that green hair, she really stands out in the crowd.
The white puppy stands out among the black ones.
A: Was it easy to find the house?
B: Yeah. The pink paint really makes it stand out!

..J

think over = consider before deciding

Take some time to think over my suggestions.
She thought over the offer from her boss for several days.
A: Have you decided what to order?
B: o. I need more time 10 think it over.
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He relllllly stande out.!

•
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Practice

I.

·~.-\re you hungry?" "
an hour ago."

. I ate

a. Lead the way

6. You must
the flfe before
you leave the camp.

b. Beats me

a. put out
b. let down

c. Not at all

c. think over

2. Archeologists believe that this
ancient weapon
to 500
B.C.

a. not at alJ
b. stands out
c. dates back

3. He
the whole team
when he missed the final point on
purpose.

a. let down
b. led the way
c. stood our

4. Lf you would like some time to
my offer, you can let me
know tomorrow.
a. have access to
b. put out
c. think over
o. It

why the boss doesn't

just fire him.
a. beats me
b. dates back
c. has access to

7. Only employees
the
office where the manager keeps
the money.

a. think over
b. have access to

c. might as well
8. I didn't want to
so I died my hair black.

in Asia,

a. stand out
b. date back
c. have access to
9. The guide
jungle.

through the

a. dated back
b. led the way
c, letdown

10. Well, it's almost 6:00. We
start cooking dinner.
a. might as well
b. not at all

c. beats me

IQ!

Dialog

beats me
let us dmvn

have access
not at all

[0

might as weU
dates back

In the elevator.
Man:

Hey! Why did the elevator stop?

Woman: _ _ _ _ ' Push the bunon for the first floor again.
It's not working! Stupid elevator! It probably
Man:
time of the dinosaurs!

to the

Woman: Calm down, sir. I'm sure the problem is
serious.
Someone will fix it soon. we
just try (0 relax. There's
nothing we can do.
Man:

How can I relax? We're probably running out of air! I'm going to
try and open that l.itLle door on the ceiling and climb out of
here. Once I'm on top of the elevator, I'll
the cable
and I can climb up to safety. I saw that in a movie.

Woman: l'm not going to lift you up there. Are you crazy?
Man:

We can't just wait here to die!

Woman: Oh! See. The elevator is
moving again. I knew the
repair people wouldn't
Man:

6. V'

We're saved!

I
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Idioms in Context
R

~

folio

man and his vvife were on a short business trip to China. They
had some free time one afternoon and thought they might as
well see some sights. They signed up for a tour of a local temple. When they arrived, a monk came up to greet them. He told them that
they would have access to special places in the temple. The couple hoped
they would see some beautiful things and they were not let down.
2 The monk led the way to a small building. It was very dark inside. Then
the monkl.it a candle. lnside there were many rare paintings and sculptures. The gold statues really stood out. The monk said that many of them
dated back to the twelfth century. The monk put out the candle and they
went outside again. After he shut the door, the monk asked, "Would you
do us a favar? Would you write something in English for our future visitors?"
l Of course, the couple did not have to think over the monk's request.
"Not at all," the diplomat's wife said. "It will be our pleasure."
The monk quickly ran off to fmd something for the couple to write on.
"Any idea what he wants us to write?" asked the wife.
"Beats me," her husband said.
~ Finally the monk came back with two pieces of wood .
The monk said, "Could you write the word 'ladies' on this piece of wood
and 'gentlemen' on the other piece?"

A
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a far cry from

o

T1

a far ay from

in charge of

be better off

look into

be out of the question

think nothing of rt

get through

think up

ill at ease

what's up

=very different from
.t.'e 1II fa,. cry from

This hotel is a far cry from the last place we stayed. It's
much nicer here!
The food here is a far cry from real Chinese food.

t;h" kind

of pizza I usually ~

A: This beach is so dirty!
B: Yeah. Il's a far cry from the picture in the magazine.

..J

be better off :; have more opportunity. be in a n~cer position
You'", t>ettet- off
without. him.

Vou would be better off living with your parents while you
are in college.

Women are better off now than they were one hundred
years ago.
A: It's raining very heavily.
B: You'd be bener off staying here until it stops.
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..J

be out of the question =impossible; forbidden
Forget. i1;1 It'6 out of
the 'lueetion.

Don't ask me if you can go. It is out of the question.
She knew that leaving work early was out of the
question.
.-\: Dad, can I quit school and become a professional wrestler?
B: That's out of the question!

..J

get through

= be able to communicate with someone

She was on hold for fifteen minutes before she finally
gOt through to the operator.

I tried to call put
I couldn't £let through.

The storm damaged the phone line so I can'l gel
through to my parents' house.
.-\: Have you gonen through to Kim yet?
B: :\'0. The line is still busy.

..J

ill at ease = not comfortable
He,. fathe" made him
feel III at eaae.

He always felt a little ill at ease in crowded elevators.

,

The hostess tried to make sure none of her guests felt
ill at ease at the party.

•

A: I feel ill at ease with you driving a motorcycle.
B: Don't worry, Mom. I'll be careful.

..J

in charge of = leading; controlling

Can you tell me who is in charge of cleaning the
office at night?
:\0 one was in charge of the project, so it was never
completed.
A: What do you do at your job?
B: I'm in charge of sales and marketing.

You'll I:>e in
charge of the

'~

,)/<1.,,,,,,\,',,.

cei\;n9'

~~
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.J

look into = investigate; check to see if something is possible

He was looking into going to medical school.

Your ray-gun walll
llItolen at 8:00 p.m.?
J'lIlook Into
t;.hl& right away.

I don't know much about that subjecl, but I'll look
into it when 1 have time.
A: Why don't we see if we can stay an extra day?
B: Good idea. I'll look into it.

.J

think nothing of it = It is/was no trouble. (You're welcome.)

"Thank you for helping me." "Think nothing of it."
"I appreciate what you did." "Think nothing of it."

~

A: Thanks for saving me from that hungry bear!
B: Think nothing of it.

.J

think up

=imagine; have an idea quickly

She was always thinking up new ways to make extra
money.
He had to think up an excuse for being late.
A: Let's think up a way to surprise Dan on his birthday.
B: How about inviting all his old girlfriends?

...J

what's up = How are you?

"Jim, how is it going?" "What's up, Bob?"
"What's up, Sam?" "Not much, Mark. What's up
with you?"
A: Hi Sarah! What's up?
B: Oh, nothing much. Just waiting for the bus.
lO6

He thought up
a gM<l"t Id"a.

Practice
05

1. NHi, Al!

1" "Not much,

6. Our new house is
where
we used to live. This house is much
nicer.

Tom. How are you?"
a. Out afthe question

a. a far cry from

b. What's up
c. \o\fho is in charge

b. better off

c. out of the question
2. Having a pet in this apartment is
7. The new commercials are so
funny! Whoever
the idea
of a dog selling hamburgers was
very clever.

a. out afthe question
b. think up
c. get through

a. looked into
b. got through
c. thought up

3. He felt a little
when she
started asking very personal
questions.

8. I need someone to research how

a. better off
b. ill at ease

much our profits have dropped.

Could you

c. in charge of

a. get though
b. look into it
c. lhink nothing of it

4. If no one answers the phone at

work, you can always
me on my cell phone.

to

9. The person
hiring new
people won't be in until ten

a. ill at ease
b. a far cry from
c. get through
5. It was my pleasure to assist you.
Please
_

a. get through
b. look into

c. think nothing of it

?

o'clock.
a. in charge of
b. think up
•

c. better off
10. These animals would be
in the wild than in the zoo.

_

a. out of the question
b. look into
c. better off
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Dialog

a far cry from
in charge of

be bener off
Think nothing of it

out of the question
what's up

At the office:
Sue:

Mark, I haven't seen you around the office for a while.

?

I had to take some time off after my accident and slay at home.
Sue:
Who was
the office while you were gone?
Mark: Usa. [ would
at home resting, but my staying at home
Mark:

any longer was

_

Sue:

You look OK to me. Aren't you fuUy recovered?

Mark:

No, I can't move my left arm very much. And my ryping speed is
_ _ _ _ what it used to be. My fingers aren't as Oex..ible as they
were.

Sue:

Hey, if you need anything typed, just send it to mc.

Mark: Thanks, Sue. That would be a great help.
_ _ _ _, I'm happy to help,
Sue:
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Idioms in Context
o

R

y sister called me last week. She tried to get through to me
on the phone for over an hOUT. 1was on the Internet at the
time, so my phone was busy.
: I apologized, "I'm sorry, Kim. I didn't plan to use the computer for so
long. I guess I wasn't keeping track of time. So, what's up?"
, Kim sounded a little ill at ease when she answered, "I need your help.
You know that we have moved. I wanted to have a party to meet our
neighbors, but I think 1 invited too many people. Now I am in charge of
cooking dinner for twelve people tomorrow night!"
~ r told Kim, "Maybe you should look into getting pizza delivered or
something."
"No," Kim said. "Pizza is out oftile question. Everyone is expecting a
home cooked meal. Can you think up any good recipes I can try'?"
~ I'm afar cry jrom, a chef or anything, but I know how to make a few
simple things that are good for parties. I told my sister how to make them.
Kim said, "Your ideas sound great, Alice! Thanks."
.. Think nothingo!it," I said. "But wouldn't you have been better off calling Mom for recipes?"
• Kim replied, "Mom is good at cooking. Her recipes might be too hard
for me. I know that if you can cook something, 1can cook it."

M
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.J

catch a cold

catch a <ok!

get nowhere with

dose call

hold bade

do without

in time

dry out

payoff

fool around

succeed in

=get a cold; come down with a cold

My mother told me to always wear a hat so I wouldn't
catch a cold.
He walked home in the rain without an umbrelJa and

caught a cold.
A: What's wrong with you?
B: I caught a cold. Achoo!!

u close call

=almost be in danger; almost get hurt

It was a close call, but we managed to keep the cat alive.
I had a close call crossing the street today. A car almost
hit me!
A: The firefighters saved me just before the house blew up!
B: Wow! That was a close call!
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do without:;: manage while lacking

.J

Looke like _'11 ha_
'to do wit;hout rain

again today.

be didn't have money for a drink, so she did without one.
He couldn't do without his cell phonc, so he had to go
home and get it.
:\: I forgot to bring my hair dryer!
8: Don't worry. I think you can do without it.

..J dry

out:;: become dry after some time

The ground in the desert dries out very quickly after a
heavy rain.
Hang that wet towel on the back of the chair so it will
dry out.

Your plante will dry
out If you don't; give
'them water.

A: What should we do with all these grapes?
8: Let's dry them out and make raisins.

..J

fool around:;: play; have fun
They alwaye fool around when
t:hey ehould I:><l' et:udylng.

"What are you kids doing out there'?" "We're just fooling
around."
Don't fool around with matches. You could start a fire.
A: Why did Jimmy have to stay after school?
B: He was fooling around in class.

..J

get nowhere with:;: not progress or succ~ed using something

1was getting nowhere with my project, so I took a break.

I am get;t./nl3 nowhe", wit;h

my homework..

She got nowhere with the problem until a friend gave
her an idea.

£;77/~

A: Do you need some help?
B: Yes, thanks! I am getting nowhere with this rnath problem!

III

.J

hold back = make something stay in the same place

We tried to hold back the [lood, but there was too
much water.
When she passed other people with dogs, she had
hold back her dog.

10

A: Did you shake hands with the president?
B: No. His body guards held back the crowd.
They had to hold hIm back.

.J

in time = before the limit of some time

We got to the theater in time to see the previews.
He ran, but he didn't arrive in time to catch the train.

He didn't;
III'Ti\1e in 'time to
eateh the bu..

A: Did Amy miss her flight?
B: No, she gOt there just in time!

..l payoff

= bring a good result

I passed the test! All that extra studying paid off!
Private piano lessons are expensive. Do you think
they will payoff?
A: Wow! You look great!
B: Thanks. Joining that health club really paid off.

.J

succeed in

= achieve the result one hopes for

The only way to succeed in medical school is to study
day and night.
He succeeded in building a very successful company
before he reached the age of thirty.
A: I don't think I can succeed in math class.
B: Don't worry. 1'U help you study!
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All that. time at the
g,ym t'l'alry paId off!

Practice

1. All the time !.hat she was in university. she
seeing a single
movie.

2. Hang your socks over the heater to

to

the

a. fool around
b. dry out
c. hold back
-I. I feel like I am
my
career. I have been doing the same
thing for three years.

a. doing without
b. paying off
c. getting nowhere \vith
!fyou
. drink lots of
orange juice and try ro rest.

a. dry out
b. succeed in
c. catch a cold

a.succeedin

7. She
making friends with
everyone in the office.

a. fooled around
b. did without
c. succeeded in

a. ger nowhere with them
b. dry them out
c. fool around with them

:l.

in the
streel. Go play in the park.
b. fool around
c. do without

a. caught a cold
b. did without
c. dried out

3. The police tried
protesters.

6. It is not safe lO

8. Putting that stop sign there
_ _ _--:' There haven't been any

more accidents.
a. paid off
b. a close call
c. in time
9. We had
at work today
when a cabinet fell over. It almost
h it a secretary.

a. in time
b. a close caU
c. payoff
10. Will you be home
for
dinner tonjght or will you be late
again?
a. hold back
b. do wirnout
c. in time
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Dialog

held her back
fooling around

caught a cold
in time

close call
succeeded in

In the park:

114

Amy:

Where are your two little girls, Kim?

Kim:

They're over there

!Gm:

Tha~5

Amy:

Oh, they're not always nice when they play together. Last time we
came to the park, I caught Linda trying to make Mary jump in the
fountain! It was quite cold that day, so I'm sure Mary would have
____ if she had gone in.

Kim:

So you got there

Amy:

It was a
the fountain. I

Kim:
Amy:

Sisters can be mean sometimes.
But they can be great friends, too.

Kim:

I agree, little sister!

in the sandbox.

so nice thallhey can play together.

to stop her?

. Linda

getting Mary to put her feet in
from going all the way in the water.

____ i ...

Idioms in Context

ne Halloween a pumpkin truck had an accident on a bridge. It
was a close cal~ but the driver was not hurt. However, all the
pumpkins fell into the river. That afternoon, my friend and I
were down by the river fooling around. Suddenly we saw a pumpkin
floating by. Then another one floated by. Then lots of them floated by! The
pumpkins from the truck were floating down the river.
2 My friend and I tried to catch a pumpkin before they all floated away.
My friend leaned out over the water while I held him back by his belt. We
tried many times but the pumpkins were too far out from the shore,
"We are getting nowhere with this plan! Let's go in the water and get
them," I said.
"Not me!" my friend said. "That water looks really cold!"
3 There were only a few more pumpkins coming down the river. I didn't
want to do witholttone of those pumpkins. Then I had an idea. I would
trick my friend!
"Why don't we try again with a stick!" I said. My friend took a stick and
leaned out over the water again as I held him. At that moment, I let go of
his belt and he fell into the river.
''I'm sorry! My hand slipped!" I shouted. My friend started to s"vim back
to shore. "Hold onto some pumpkins," I suggested. "It will be easier to
swim." My friend put two pumpkins under his arms and kicked back to
shore. My plan paid off! We fmally succeeded
in getting some pumpkins!
~ We took the pumpkins back to
his house. My friend changed
clothes so he wouldn't catch a
cold and hung up his wet
clothes to dry Ollt before his
mother got home. Then we
planned how to carve our beautiful pumpkins in time for
Halloween!

O
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all in all

get the better of

burst out

in regard to

change one's mind

look over

criticize A for B

name A after B

cross out

stick around

---------------======-~
..J

all in all

= Looking at everything
All In all, he jue't doeen't;.
seem norm~1.

All in all. I think the meeting went very well.
All in all, she just doesn't seem like the riglu person
for the job.
A: How was your trip to China?
B: All in all, it was a great experience!

.J

(

burst out = suddenly do (usually with a loud n~ise)
He suddenbt

burtlt. out; einglng.

He burst out laughing when his friend walked in the room.
My mother burst out crying when she met me at the airport.
A: Why is your girlfriend mad at you?
B: I burst out laughing when I saw her new hairstyle.
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.,.,I.

change one's mind

=switch one's opinion about something

She changed her mind and bought the dress that was
on sale.
liyou read this book, it will change your mind about
eating eggs.

I changed my
mind and d"'c:Ic:l",d
on g .....en In8tead
of !:>londe.

A: Ha\'e you changed you mind about going to dinner?
B: Yes, sorry! I just don't have time tonight.

.J

criticize A for B = i.ndicate the bad point B about A
They alway8 criticized him
for !:>elng 8low.

His cO\vorkers criticized him for being arrogant.
~lany people criticized the president for not standing by
his principles.

A: The old manager never did any work.
B: Yeah. Lots of people criticized him for being lazy.

.J

cross out =cancel by drawing lines across

She crossed out her ex-boyfriend's name in her diary.
He crossed out the mistake in the essay.
:\: Why did you cross out Kelly's number in your book?
B: That's her old phone number.

.J

get the better of = have power to force qne to do

His conscience got the better of him, so he called her to
apologize.
I had to open the package. My curiosity got the better of me.

My cUrlo81t:y €lot; the
better of me. and I

opt:ned the let:tt:r.

.-\: That guy at work is driving me crazy!
B: Don't let him get the better of you!
I J7

.J

in regard to = concerning

In regard to your request, we are sending you information
about our new product.

She called in regard to the job opening in the advenising
department.

In ree-n::I to your
C\U4Jtlt;.k,n. 'the
an....... !eye..

A: In regard 10 your last lest, I think you could have done bener.
S: 1 know. I will study harder next time.

..J

look over = read or see quickly to check

Did you look over that report I left on your desk?
The teacher said he would look over our essay 10 give us
suggestions.

A: Let's look over our travel plans again.
B: Why? We're just going to the store.

.J

name A after B = give A the same name as B
Thi" I. yo",r
great-uncle Jlm.

My parents named me after my grandfather.
She named her cat after a cartoon character.

A: Why is your lown called Bismarck?
B: Il's named after a kind of don ut.

..J

stick around

=wait

Stick around! We'll be right back!
He stuck around until his friend got off work.

A: Hey, look! Those policemen just ran into that store.
S: Let's stick around and see what happens.
lIB

You were namtJ<:!
af'eer him.

Practice

1.

, it was a pretty good day.
a. All in all
b. In regard to
c. Looking over

6. If you
afler the concert,
you might be able to get his

autograph.
a. criticize him for
b. stick around
c. looked over

2. My uncle was
the
hospital he was born in.

7. My teachers in school used to
____ my bad writing.

a. burst out
b. criticize you for
c. named after
3. He
at the last minute
and decided to go with her.

a. get the better of
b. criticize me for
c. name me after
8. She
in the meeti.ng, "I
hate this job!"

a. changed his mind
b. looked over
c. got the better of

a. crossed out
b. burst out
c. changed her mind

-4. How many people have called

_ _:-_ the kittens we are giving
9. I
the memo but I didn't
find any mistakes.

away?

a. in regard to
b. stick around
c. all in all

;:l.

I found the list and
name.

a. stuck around
b. burst out

c. crossed out

a. stuck around
b. looked over
c. burst out

my
10. I'm not going to let this situation
____ me.
a. change my mind
b. get the better of
c. stick around
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Dialog

all in all
criticized her ror

burst out
name the school after

changed my mind
stick around

At the dinner table:

Mother: How was school today?
Son:
Nor bad. The principal announced that he wants to~c-:_:-_
his favorite baseball player. And one girl in my English class
~
crying today.
Father:

What happened?

The girl sitting next to her
wearing too much makeup.
Mother: How rude!
Son:
Then the girl's friend said she wanted to fight the rude girl after
school!
Father: Did anyone stop the fight?
I don't know. I was going to
_
Son:
after school to watch, but then I
-:_-,-_ and came home right after
school.
it sounds like an eventful
Father:
day.
Son:
Yeah, it wasn't bad.

Son:
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Idioms in Context

ne Sunday morning, a puppy showed up in our yard. it stuck
around all day, so in the evening I tried to get it to come inside
the house. All ill all it seemed like a healthy puppy. It was just
a little dirty. The puppy was not wearing a collar so we had no idea who it
belonged to. I( stayed with us for a few days. I even named it "Brancto"
after my favorite movie star. But my wife criticized me for being selfish.
She said, "That puppy belongs to someone and they probably want it
back. You have to try and find the mvner." Eventually, my conscience got
the better of me, and 1 changed my mind about keeping the puppy. I
made a sign describing the puppy and planned to put it up around the
neighborhood. My wife looked over the sign.
"Someone who is not the owner may want the puppy. J suggest you
cross out the description. Then you'll know the real owners because they
will be able to describe the dog."
1 I changed the sign to read, "Found: One puppy." Then r put our phone
number at the bottom of the sign. That evening, we got a eaU. A young
woman was on the phone. She said, ''I'm calling in regard to the puppy
you found." She described the puppy
exactly, so we knew it was hers.
J The young woman came to our
house in less than an hour. When
she saw the puppy. she smiled and
burst OItt, "Oh, Luey! It's so good to
see you again!"

O
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all along
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o
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T1

all along

pass away

be true of

speak up

cut out

stay put

every 50 often

suffer from

on account of

under the weather

= the whole lime
She knew all along that

they wo.... ld get togeth"....

He knew about the surprise party all along.
The machine was not plugged in aJl along.
A: Who sent you all those secret love notes?
B: I thought it was John, but it really was Jim all along.

J

be true of =correct when talking about

These statistics arc true of high school students, but
not university students.
That stereotype is not true of all women.

A: I hate dogs! They arc always so noisy.
B: But that's not true of all dogs. Mine is very quiet.
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Thh!l l5Ureotype 115.....not true of all
Amerlcane.

..J

cut out = stop
You I!Ihoul«l really c:ut
out I!Imoking that etuff.

I am trying to cut out drinking during the week.
Cut it out]
A: What do you think of my new dance moves?
B: Cut it out! I'm trying to study!

..J

every so often

=sometimes
Every 60 often htr

feele homeelc:k.

Every so often he goes to a movie by himself.
We hear from our friends in Canada every so often.
A: Do you like sports?
B: No, bUl every so often I go hiking.

J

on account of ;; because of

Thtr game wae c:anc:elled
on ac:c:ount of the rain.

She didn't call us on account of the fact she was busy.
On account of the hot weather, we stayed indoors.
i

:\: On account of you, there's no pizza left for me!
B: Sorry. I was really hWlgry!

J

I

/1

21
I I
. i

pass away;; die
The fleh paeeed away la"t night.

~fy

grandmother passed away last year.
"ben did he pass away?
.\: \\by is the shoe store closed today?
B: The owner passed away this morning.
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.J

speak up

=say aloud

I can't hear you. Speak up.
No one spoke up in class, so the teacher asked the
question again.
lc.n't

n-ryou.
Could you P'--

A: Sorry, J didn't hear you. Could you speak up, please?

~kup7

B: I said your stereo is turned up too loud!

.J

stay put = not move

I will go and look for him, but you stay put.

He stayed put in his company even though many of his
co·workers quit.
A: Jake is on the phone. He just arrived at the airport.
B: Tell him to stay put. I'll go pick him up.

.J

suffer from = be ill with or bothered by

My mother suffers from depression.
People who use computers all the time often suffer
from back problems.

!;~

A: Why are you wearing a hat today?
B: I am suffering from bad hair.

.J

under the weather =a little sick

I'm feeling a bit under the weather.
Are you feeling under the weather?
A: Why are you going home early?
B: I feel a bit under the weather.
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He suffers

from eevere
headac:hee.

•

s

Practice

I. He had been fooling everyone

a. all along
b. on account of
c. every so often
2. The police told the protesters to
move, but they all

a. stayed put
b. were true of it
c. cut out

allergies, there are
3. lfyoll
medicines available these days to

help you.

6.

she thinks about
quitting her job and moving to the
country.

a. On account of
b. Every so often
c. All along
7. Would you mind
very noisy in here.

a. speaking up
b. thinking over
c. cutting out

8. You should buy a house now
the low interest rate.

a. pass away

a. every so often

b. stay put
c. suffer from

b. all along
c. on account of

4. He is incredibly tall, which also
all the members of his
family.

a. speaks up
b. is true of
c. stays put
o. If you

walking to school
in the morning, you won't get any
exercise.
a. cut out
b. pass away
c. stay put

? It's

9. What's the matter? You look a bit
a. suffer from
b. under the weather
c. all along
10. Our mother
years ago.
We don't need to keep her old
clothes.
a. cut out
b. spoke up
c. passed a...vay
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Dialog

cut out
is true of

every so often
on account of

speak up
suffered from

At the beach:
Bob:

Isn't this a great beach, Carol?

Carol: Could you
, please? The waves are so loud!
Bob:
What do you think of the beach?
Carol: Oh, it's beautiful! It's my first time by the ocean!
Bob:

So you never swam in the ocean as a kid?

Carol:

Nope.
the fact that I grew up in Colorado, J never got
to see the ocean when 1 was young. 1 never even learned how to
swim.

Bob:

Me, neither. I
swimmer's ear as a child, so my parents
made me
swimming when I was six or seven years old.
Carol: So why do you like to come to the beach if you don't swim?
Bob:

126

I like to come to lay in the sun. That
most people here
I think. But
I walk down and stick my feet in the water!

Idioms in Context

orne people are afraid to be alone. That is tnte a/my wife. We live
in a nice neighborhood, but she is still afraid when she is alone at
night. I think she suffers from a slight case of paranoia. J don't
like [Q leave her alone, but every so often, I have to go out of town.
? One time I had to travel to attend the funeral of an aunt who had
passed away. My wife was feeling rmder the weather and decided to stay
home. That evening, someone knocked on the door. My wife was in the
living room at the time. The person knocked again. My wife just stayed
put in the living room. She didn't anS'Nee the door on account a/the fact
that she was a little scared.
3 The person at the door kept knocking and then spoke up. "Hello?
Hello?" My wife was becoming more and more anxious. She wished the
person would cut out the knocking and go away. Then my wife had an
idea. She started barking like a dog! The person at the door stopped
knocking and went away.
• The next evening, I was
home when the boy who delivers our newspaper came to
collect money from us. He told
me, "1 came here last night, but
your wife started barking at me.
So [left."
5 J guess our paperboy can tell a
dog's bark from a human's bark. Or
maybe he knew my Volife was home
all along.

S
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amount to

either A or B

at (the) most

fall short of

be broke

in need (of)

come to an end

or so

deal with

payback

amount to = £oral

All of the money we coUected amounts to two
hundred dollars.

Sales during the Christmas season amount to
half of the store's yearly profits.

Th" net; amoun'te to
t.we:1ve dollar&.

"'

_ ........." ...

' i.~

- ..·1....... ,,"• ; (010" oS::"
_.<-'kt.-St. s.1.\
>I1"\.-Cs

-l='

A: All our work today doesn't seem (0 amount to much.
B: Yeah.) don't think we'll ever finish painting this house!

.J

at (the) most = a certain amount and no morc

I plan 10 study for two hours at the most.
At most, the boat can hold tcn people.

I can only drink. at.

most. 4 01" 5 &kote
of- ...... ittkey t>efure I

A: How long will this flight take?
B: Four hours at the most.
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gd-lSick.

.J

be broke = not have any money

He was broke, so he borrowed money from his roommate.
How can you be broke already? You just gor paid!

H" coul.,sn'1; go to
th" movie& I:>ecau&<!!
h" wal!l I>roke.

A: Hey, let's go out to eat tonight.
B: I can't. I'm broke.

.J

come to an end = end; finish

\Ve left before the movie came to an end.

The war came to an end soon after the bomb was

Wh"n 1;h" party came to an
end. there wae a big meee
to cl.,..n up.

dropped.

:\: It's been raining for a week! I'm going crazy!
B: Don't worry. It will come to an end tomorrow.

.J

deal with = handle; interact with

How do you deal with all the stress at work?
She is avoiding him because she doesn't want 1"0 deal
\\ith him.
.-\: I can't deal with all this noise!
B: ~!aybe you should get a different job.

J

either A or B =one of; not both
WIth any main dieh. you
can chool!le' either ecup or

I "ill go to either Mexico or Canada for my vacation.
You can have either cheese or sour cream on your
baked porato.

ealad on the !Side.

.\: You can either ride with me or with your mother.
B: ru go wiIh Mom. She's a better driver!
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..J

fall short of = not achieve a result or meet an expectation

--~The team fell

--~
~

of

'their dream of winning
'the c:.... mplon&hip.

The movie really fell short of my expectations.
Although the runner's time was good, it fell short of the
world record.
A: Business is not as good this year.
B: Yes. We fell short of our goal of selling 1000 pizzas.

Our club is in need of a new president because the
old one qui 1.

••
•

A: Hey, I can see your toes!
B: I am in need of some new socks.

~
~
~

..J

in need (of) ::; needing; suffering without

After- ~ne that. epic:y
di"'. "'" wae in ......d of
-.ome water.

This apartment is in need of a good cleaning.

~

~

..J

or so ::; approximately
Remember 'toO etJr the l!Ipaghet:'tl
_uc:e _ry 15 mlnu't<tl!l or eo
unt;ll It ie ready.

There were fifty or so people at the wedding.
Cook the chicken for twenty minutes or so.
A: When will Bob arrive?
B: He'll be here in about an hour or so.

-l

pay back = return borrowed money

He still hasn't paid back the money he owes me.
Thanks for the money! I'll pay you back as soon as I can.
A: Why are you working three jobs?
B: I have to pay back the money I borrowed from the bank.
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Practice
l

answe.

I. .-\ll of the rain we have had this

month only

6. I thought that boring movie would

two inches.

a. come to an end
b. amount to
c. in need

a. amounts to
b. is broke
c. comes to an end

2. They are stiH

7. She wanted an A on the test, but
she
by 5 points.

of a few
more actors for the play.

a. deal with
b. fall short of
c. in need

a. fell short
b. paid back
c. amounted to

3. I am working hard to
college loans.

my

B. They plan to have

two

children.

a. amount to
b. payback
c. be broke

a. either or
b. at most
c. deal with

-1. That house has been abandoned

for thirty years

_

9. Why does it have to be _--,._,the other? Why can't we get both?

a. or so

a. in need
b. or so
c. been broke
5. My brother

never

b. come to an end
c. either one or
~.

so I sent

him some money.

10. You need to

the problem
now before it becomes worse.

a. is broke
b. at most
c. pays back

a. amount to
b. be broke
c. deal with
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Dialog

III

at most
amount to

deal with
in need

either their money or
orso

III

At the orphanage:
Reporter:

Hj! I'm from the newspaper. Do you mind if J ask you some

questions about the orphanage? j( will only take a minute
Volunteer:

['m just a volunteer here, but I'll try to answer your

questions.
Reporter:

Great! First, how many kids do you have here?

Volunteer:

I think we have about forty-five kids here now, but Lhe
orphanage can hold sixty kids
_

Reporter:

Wow! That's a lot of kids to take care or. How do you
_ _ _ _ them all?

Volunteer:

One by one.

Reporter:

Is the orphanage
the article I'm writing.

Volunteer:

The kids can always use extra clothes.

Reporter:

Anything else?

Volunteer:

Well, we would be grateful LO anyone who can give
_ _ _ _ their time through donations and volunteer
work. Even a Hnle work can
a big help.

of anything? I can put Lhat in

ell

III
III
III

III
III

...

=
..
l1li

III
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Idioms in Context
Read

t

"

y parents give me money each semester for my expe"nses at
college. I try to live for a whole semester on what my parents
give me, but I usually fall short of my goaL Before the end of
the last semester, I was broke! I'm sure my parents would have been
happy to send more money if they had known 1was in need. However, I
didn't wanr to have more to pay back. Besides, I wanted to deal with the
situation myself.
2 First, J tried to go without lunch every day, but J \.vas too hungry to
study after that. There was only a week or so left before the semester came
to an end. I thought about selling my books to make a little money. I knew
my books would not amount to much. At most, I could only get twenty
dollars per book, but it was better than nothing. I could either sell my
books or starve. T chose to sell my books.
J When I went to take my final exam in history, the professor said, "This
test is especially difficult. If you brought
your book, you can use it during the
test."
~ Somehow I managed to get a "D" on
the final exam wiT-hout the book. I
guess everything worked out in the
end, but from now on J'm not going to
sell back my books until all of my
classes are over.

M
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as far as

in light of

be up to one

no wonder

carry out

now that

follow up on

up to now

get even with

use up

Cl as far as = to the limit of something
As far as I know, she was not planning to come to the

meeting.
From the top floor you can see as far as the river.
A: Can I get a ride from you?
B: Sure. I can take you as far as Chicago.

o be up to one = be one's choice
It',, up to you.
"11 eat anyehfngl

"What do you want to do?" ''It's up to you."
It was up to me to choose the university I wanted to
attend.

A: Do you think you can leave work early?
B: It's up to my boss.
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.J

carry out = take something out of a place

I saw him carrying out the trash this morning.
She helped him carry out the boxes.
A: The taxi wiU be here in a few minutes.
B: Let's carry out your luggage.

..J

follow up on

=get more information about; take additional act~i"o!!nv-~~_ _~,
Remember to follow up
On tnlt repor'te.

He decided not to follow up on the job offer.

Did you follow up on that complaint about the leaky
water pipe?
A: Did you call that person who wanted to buy the house?
B: Sorry. I didn't have time to follow up on it.

..J

get even with = have revenge

He wanted to get even with her for making him look foolish.
H" want;&<l to

eet; even with the

There is no point in trying to get even with anyone.
Revenge is an endless cycle.

fleherman.

A: What are you doing with that water balloon?
B: I'm going to get even with my sister for scratching my CD.

J

in light of =because of

In light of the new evidence, the judge dismissed the

cOllrt case.

In IIgl1t.ofthe new
Information.
he had to ",-.thInk

the ettuatlon.

In light of the recent thefts, the company is increasing
security.
A: Why don't you want to go out dancing?
B: In light of my recent test grade, I'd better stay home and study.
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no wonder::: now I understand why
ThMll'" • bowline ball In the box........
No wonder it's eo heaY)'l

She was sick. No wonder she looked so bad yesterday.
No wonder the 1V doesn't work! It's not plugged in.
A: Kristin just got back from her trip la Hawaii.
B: No wonder she's so tan!

...l now that:::

because now

Now 'that; ehc< kale f'ree t;jR1~
&he c.n I't'OI't!. In her 93n:fen.

Now that I have some free time, I plan to do a lot
more reading.
He is going la start buying stock now that the
market is low.
A: Now that I have been exercising, I feel great!
B: Really? I feel more tired.

.J

up to now::: until now

Up to now, I alW3y!!'
'thoueht you were a
~etaria"1

Up to now, the weather has been very warm for

this time afyear.
The writer has published five books up to now.
A: I made pigs foot soup! Are you hungry?
B: I was up la now,

.J

use up :; use completely; drain
Yv'ho used up,.1I oF the
toilet

If you use up the milk. please buy some marc.
Who used up all the toothpaste!

A: I use up three tubes of gel every month!
B: Maybe you should get a haircut.
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Practice

1. He wanted to drive __---:-::-

possible before he stopped for the
night.

6. The reporter went to the beach to
-:----:_ _ 3 Tumar that there was a
shark attack.

a. as far as

a. use up

b. in light of
c. no wonder

b. foUow up on
c. be up to

2. How do you plan to spend your
free time
you are retired?

a. now that

7. They decided ro sell their dogs
_--,-__ the fact they would be
moving to a big city.

b. as far as
c. in light of

3. I don't know where we are going
for vacation. It
my wife.
a. carries out
b. isupto
c. up to now
. 1. Once I
my sister by
locking her in the closet for an
hour.

a. was up to
b. followed up on
c. got even with

a. in light of
b. now that
c. as far as

8.

, my son has not had any

problems at school.
a. Up tanow
b. Now that
c. Follow up on
9. You played soccer for four hours

yesterday?
are sore today!

your muscles

a. No wonder
b. In light of

c. Now that
;). She
all the ink in the
printer when she printed her
thesis.
a. followed up
b. was up to

c. used up

lb. Could you help me

these

bags to the car?
a. get even wi th

b. clue in
c. carry out
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Dialog

up to now
get even with

is up

to

you

in light of

followed up on
no wonder

In the police station:

Sergeant: Any news on the lanes Case, detective?
Detective: r
an idea that one of the neigh bars gave me. He
told me that Mr. Jones had recently lost a Jot of money in a
business deal. But the money he lost was actually borrowed
(ram a friend. Maybe this friend wanted to
Mr.
lanes.
Sergeant: Any idea who the friend was?
Detective:
~, we have found more than eight letters from a
woman named Martha Dixon. And several of the letters mention an "investment" of $10,000.
Sergeant: lanes lost $10,000 of Dixon's money?
at him!

=

she was mad

what I have learned, r think we should ask Martha
Dixon some questions.
_
Sergeant: At her home or here in the station? It
Detective: Let's visit her at home.
Detective:

~
~

......
......
~

tliII!
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Idioms in Context

ne day a man was preparing [0 leave on a trip. He often traveled on business back and forth between New York and his
home in Boston. His wife was carrying out his suitcase to the
car when it suddenly opened. Inside were shorts, shirts, sandals, and a
swimming suit. In light a/the fact that her husband had packed all of his
casual clothes, she started to doubt that he was going on a business trip..
1 The next day, shefallowed up 011 her suspicion by calling the airline
that her husband traveled on. She asked the man at the airline, "Can yOll
tell me how many frequent flyer miles my husband and I have?"
3 The man looked up their account and told the woman, "Up to now,
you have almost 100,000 miles if I include your husband's most recent

O

flight."

The woman was surprised. She said, "That doesn't make sense. How did
my husband collect so many miles flying to New York?"
4 The man at the airline told her, "Those miles include his flights to New
York and his flight to the Bahamas."
"The Bahamas!" the woman thought. "No wOllder I can't find the sunscreen!" The woman knew just how to get elJen with her husband. Now
that she knew her husband was having fun without her, she wouJd also go
on vacation! She wanted to use up all of the frequent flyer miles by going
asfar as she could.
! "I'd like to reserve a
ticket for myself, please"
she said, "When is your
next flight?"
6 "There are two flights
leaving this afternoon:
one to Chicago and one
to Paris. It's up to you."
"Paris would be perfect!" the woman smiled.
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put away

break down

relieve A of B

get stuck

take for granted

have nothing to do with

to say nothing of

look on A as 8

trade in

=be worried about
t"m concerned
al:>olrt. yo.....

He was concerned about his hair because a lot of it
fell

ff ;

QUt.

Aren't

yOll

concerned about the world population?

A: I am concerned about Jenny.
B: Me, too. She hasn't come la work for three days.

J

"
1\

break down = stop working (for a machine)

When the car broke down, they had

10

get our and

walk.

I'm sure our refrigerator is going to break down. It's
over nycnty years old.
A: What's wrong with the copy machine?
B: It broke down yesterday.
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be concerned about

Th.. t.u. t>roka
down ;ll1; the elde
of the ....,.d.

·
-J

~,

.

get stuck = be unable to move

Her boot got stuck in the mud while she was hiking.
I got stuck on the third problem, so I couldn't finish
the homework.
A: This ring got stuck on my finger!
B: Try putting some butter on it.

.J

have nothing to do with = not be related to; have no connection to

The hot weather this summer has nothing to do with
global warming.

Stay out of It.
Thie h ..e nothing
do withyoul

1;0

Our professor's lectures have nothing to do with the
topics in our textbook.
A: J think you are sick because you ate all that cheese.
S: That has nothing to do with it!

.J

look on A as B =think A as B
He looke on hie l>ro'the..
ae a role model.

Do you look on your career as being fuJfllIing?
The class looks on the teacher as a friend.
A: Can you join us for a game of golf?
B: No. My wife looks on golf as a waste of time and money.

.J

put away

= put in a safe place; hide or store

I put my skis away for the summer.
She put away her jewelry in a box in the back of her closet.
Where did you

put away myoId

.\: Are those the gifts for Matt's party?
B: Yeah. r have to put them away before he gets home.

Gomic l>ooke7
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.J relieve A of B =

..

.... k

.z

fII

take B from A
Sne reliev&l he.. f'tiend of hie
keye becauee ne _15 drunk•

The teacher relieved him of his pocket knife.
Those books look heavy. Let me relieve you of some
of them.
A: Why are you home so early?
B: I am feeling sick, so my boss relieved me of my duties tonight.

.J

take for granted

= assume; expect
Don't; take t;no:r "let!
fo.. erarT-eed.

~the..

I took it for granted that my alarm clock would wake me up.

Many people took it for granted that the economy would
continue to do welL
Why are you taking your umbrella?
B: 1 don't take it for granted that it will stay sunny.

A:

.J to

say nothing of = not to mention; need not describe because it is obvious

The soups there are delicious, to say nothing of the
desserts.
The library at our university is beautiful, to say
nothing of the music hall.

Thel .. coffee II!I
dellc:loue. 'to eay
nothing of tho:rl ..
c:akeel

A: How was your trip?
B: The weather was wonderful, to say nothing of the food!

..J

trade in = exchange for another (usually for a better or newer one)

The car dealer only gave her $1000 when she traded in
her car.
I want to trade in my motorcycle for a faster one.
A: Do you think I could trade in my bike for a new one?

B: I think you should just give It away.
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Practice

1. Can you help me
these
dishes after I finish washing them?

a. put away
b. say nothing of
c. be concerned about
2.

Do you think he can get very much
money if he
his old car?
a. takes for granted
b. relieves them of
c. trades in
that the company's product would always sell
well.

6. I can
some of your work.
I have finished everything I needed
to do.
a. relieve you of
b. look on you as
c. trade in
7. My bicycle

in the mud

after the heavy rain.
a. put away
b. got stuck
c. has nothing to do with

3. Everyone

a. got stuck
b. relieved it of
c. took it for granted
-1. The child's grades in school

-c-----;-:- his intelligence. They are
due to his behavior.
a. have nothing to do with
b. trade in
c. break down
=>.

He
not passing the class,
so he is going to study all night.
a. is concerned about
b. breaks down
c. has nothing to do with

8. Nobody

a professional
because she is so young.

a. breaks down
b. looks on her as
c. puts her away
9. The car
on the highway
miles away from any ciry.
a. said nothing of
b. broke down
c. looked on it as
10. The weather on the island is beauthe wontiful all year, to
derful beaches.
a. look on it as
b. be concerned about
c. say nothing of
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Dialog

am concerned about
look on the drive as

breakdown
relieve you of

get stuck
to say nothing of

On an old dirt road:
Sally:

Are you sure this is the right direction, honey? I
safety.
Roger: Relax, honey. What could happen?

Sally:

The car could

our

for one thing. The lires are terrible.
in a hole or some-

-,--=--=-_ the engine. What if we
thing?

Roger: The car is fine. And this road is not that bad. Why don't you
_ _ _ _ an adventure rather than a nightmare.

Sally:

Watch out for that animal! Stop!

Roger: Wow! That was a close eaU. Arc you all right?
Sally:
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I'm fine. But since we are stopped, let me
going to drive from now on.

the keys. I'm

.....................,

,

1.

Idioms in Context
~e

fo

n

n college, I still lived with my parents, but I had a job, I could pay
for a lot of my own expenses. Because of this, my parents were able
to put away some of their own money in the bank. After a little
while, they had enough to buy a new car.
2 My parents traded in their old car and got a new luxury car! The new
car had a beautiful interior, to say nothing o/its sound system! My parents loved that car.
J I had my own car, but it was old and often broke down. Sometimes I
had to borrow my parents' car,
t One time I borrowed the car and brought it back late. I got shlck in a
traffic jam because of an accident between a car and a truck. I didn't get
home until almost midnight. I took it for grarlted that my parents would
be asleep. However, my mother was waiting for me when I got home! She
relieved me a/the car keys with a serious look on her face. 1 told her,
"Mom, you have to look on me as an adult now. You don't have to wait up
for me,"
5 My mother told me that her waiting up had nothing to do with me.
She was concerned abortt the car and couldn't sleep!

I
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as for

go wrong

deal in

in addition to

dream up

mess up

find fault with

sell out

get out of

thanks to

=concerning; in regard to

As for me, I would rather stay home tonight and watch
television.
You can come in. As for the dog, he has {Q stay out.

I get along wTth
moet of my family.
Ae for myel&ter;
we fleht a lot..

A: I am going to the nightclub with ]im and Terry.
B: Do what you like. As for me, I am going to bed!

.J

deal in

=focus on selling
This etare deale

This website deals in computer hardware, not software.
Our shop only deals in imported goods from China.
A: Do you have any large size hats?
B: Sorry. we don't. We mostly deal in children's clothes.
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_ dream up =- think up; have an original or unique idea
k' amazing how he dreamed up the idea for the movie.

She dreamed up the idea of using stamps as wallpaper.

I wonder

.~:

Did you hear that Will made a house out of an old train car?
B: Wow! He dreams up such interesting things!

.J

now he

.d~rn" up

'\" 6

,

u.ee.tthing...

\

\\

"

\\\

find fault with =- criticize; find something to complain about

~1y

friend always finds fault with my cooking,

His boss found fault with much of his work, so he got
fired.
A: Why don't you like the new art teacher?
B: He's always trying to find fault with my paintings.

.J

get out of =- avoid; escape from

She had a note from her doctor to get out of class,
I think there is going to be trouble. Let's get out of here!

lct;'" glOt

out of herel

A: I have a headache. I think I should lie down.
B: Liar! You're just trying to get out of mowing the lawn!

.J

go wrong =- produce a bad result
Take thl" ernergenc:y

Something went wrong with the computer, so the
system crashed.
If anything goes wrong. give me a call and I'll be
happy to come and help.

money ju"t In c:aee
al'l;Ything

g~

wrong.

A: Why is this spaghetti blue?
B: Something went wrong with the recipe.
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..J

in addition to :::: along with; besides

In addition to flowers, I am also allergic to chicken.
She enjoys playing the piano in addition to singing.

He ooachee l>aeketl>all
In addition to hll!l
office Jol>.

~

A: In addition to getting fired, I had a flat tire on the way home.
B: Sounds like you had a terrible day!

..l

mess up = make a mistake in

Why do you alwaye
m"el!l up everythln13?

He messed up the recipe, so the food tasted terrible.
How could you mess up the plan? It was so easy!

~

A: I reaUy messed up! [ forgot my wife's birthday!
B: Don't worry. Just buy her some flowers and say you're sorry. .' .

::J sell out = sell all of; have no more because all are sold

Sorry. W,,'re all
1!IOk:l out-

The movie sold out the first weekend it was in theaters.
She needed to buy some fish, but the store was sold out.
A: Do you have any more DVD players?
B: Sorry, we are all sold out.

':J thanks to

=because of

~

~
~
~

~-ThJ.-n-k~,-",----",J.-n-_~" ~
ehottl!l, he playl!l

Thanks to faster data transfer, you can watch movies
on the Internet.

eocce.. very well.

Thanks (0 a few bad students, the teacher canceled
the class picnic.
A: Wow! You got $50 dollars from you grandmother?
B: Yes. Thanks to her, 1can go to the concert.
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Practice
se
1.

your quick thinking, the
fire did not get too big.

6. That store :not magazines.

a. In addition to

b. Thanks to

a. sells out
b. deals in

c. As for

c. gets Qut of

2. I hope the store doesn't .
of paper before we get there.

_

7. They are investigating what
_ _ _ _ with the train.

a. mess up
b. go wrong
c. sell out
3. It is difficult to
who is so nice.

a. went wrong
b. found fault with
c. got out of
someone

8. They tried to
going to
the party, but they had to go.

a. deal in
b. dream up
c. find fault with
4. Others may choose to leave.
____ me, I am staying.

a. get out of
b. deal in
c. dream up
9. When did you
this plan
to start your own business?

a. dream up
b. get out of
c. go wrong

a. As for

b. In addition to
c. Thanks to
:I.

She didn't want to -,-,_ _
anything, so she worked very
slowly and carefully.

a. find fault with
b. mess up
c. sell out

comic books,

10.

me, my friend also

wants to join the tour.
a. Thanks to
b. As for
c. In addition to
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Dialog

as for
go wrong

in addition to
messes up

deal in
sell out

In the market:

Customer: Did you
of oranges?
Worker:
If there are none with the fruit, we must be out.
Customer: Really? Oh, well.
fruit, r also need some picnic
supplies.
Worker:
I'm sorry. We only
foods. Our store doesn't sell
picnic supplies.
Customer: This really
my plans. I wanted to take my wife on
a picnic today.
Worker:
There is another food store down the road about (wO miles.
-:-_---,-.,---- picnic supplies, I'm not sure if you can find them
there either.
Customer: First, 1can't find oranges, and now there are no picnic
supplies.
What else can
?
Worker:
Is that thunder I hear?

00
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Idioms in Context
Re"d the foil

,;

stOl

any people send Dowers for special occasions. Unfortunately,
some people forget special days and they have to send flowers late. Asforthese kinds of customers, there is a way to get
out a/trouble with friends and loved ones thanks to a small flower shop
in Chicago. This shop deals ill flowers for all occasions, even late ones!
2 The owner of the flower shop dreamed up a way to help his forgetful
customers. The shop makes an excuse for late deliveries. If a customer has
to send Dowers late, the shop puts a note in with the delivery explaining
what went wrong. For example, the note might say, "We
apologize for these flowers being late. Our truck broke
down." Or, "Our delivery man got sick." Or even,
"Our shop sold outaf roses, so we had to wait
for more to be delivered." The person receiving the Dowers might find/ault with the
shop, but not with the person who sent the
flowers.
3 In addition to flowers, the shop also sells
candy and small toys. So the next time you
mess up and have to send a late gift, keep this

M

shop in mind!

•
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anything but

keep one's word

go Dutch

layoff

hang out

live up to

in accordance with

see eye to eye

in terms of

settle down

o anything but = all others except
I can watch anything but horror movies.

I can eoat. anything
I:>ut flsh.

He said he would do anything but go out dancing
tonight.

A: What do you want to listen to?
B: Anything but jazz.

..J

go Dutch = each pay for himself/herself
ThollY deeid" 'to go
Dutch on t;heir

We went out to dinner last night, but it wasn't a date.
We went Dutch.
I hate to go Dutch. I'U pay this time. You pay next time.
A: Thanks for dinner. Let my pay.
B: How about we go Dutch?
152

date.

.J

hang out::: spend time some place

Teenagers like to hang out at the park.
I usualJy hang out at my friend's house after school.

They alway'" hUI19 out at the m .. n.

A: Hey Ioe, what are you doing tonight?
B: I'm just going to hang out at Kevin's house.

.J

in accordance with::: folJowing; matching

The new laws are not in accordance with the old laws.
The company completed all work in accordance with
its contract.

-

..

A: Why is your hair so short?
B: I had to cut it in accordance with army rules.

.J

111 a=crdal1G8 wft.l
law, youI19 Ghlldret
not ."Uowed to err

in terms of::: comparing with; by the standard of

In terms of cheap vacations, this is one of the best
deals you will find.
The book was not very useful in terms of teaching
grammar.

The manual

wa'"

l10t helpful il1
term", offlndin9
t;he problem.

A: Which car is better?
B: In terms of speed, the BMW is much better than the Ford.

.J

keep one's word ::: fulfill one's

promise~

She promised to call me, but she did not keep her word.
It drives me crazy when people don't keep their word.
A: Remember, you promised to v,"ash the car.
B: Don't worry. I'll keep my word.

~ 15:
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.J

layoff =quit; stop

Layoff those drums! I'm trying to sleepl
When are you going to layoff smoking? It's bad for you.
A: Oh, no! I've gained six pounds!
B: Why don't you layoff snacks for a while?

;.J

live up to = meet one's expectations
H~

wa" wonied al70Lrt living up

to hi" family'" ~ione.

The movie did not live up to all the good reviews.
The hotel really lives up to its reputation. It's excellent.
A: Why did you change universities?
B: Clown College really didn't live up to my expectations.

.J

see eye to eye = agree; from the same point of view
Do we see

eyt1 to eyt1

on -ehl" le".... ,,?

They saw eye to eye on almost every part of the project,
so it was approved.
She doesn't always see eye to eye with her husband
about money.
A: I guess we don't see eye to eye on the price.
B: No, we don't. You're asking too much.

:J settle down

=become still or relaxed
You klde had ~ r
~ e down or "leel

The children did not settle down and go to sleep until
after midnight.
Settle downllt's just a little spider!
A: I can't get to sleep. Why don't those dogs settle down?
B: Maybe they are barking at a burglar!
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I~

1. I'll do
wash the dishes.
Let me cook instead.

a. anything but
b. eye to eye

c. in accordance with
2. The money will be given to charity
-::----:-__ his wishes before he
died.
a. in terms of
b. anything but
c. in accordance with

3. The president's son had a lot to
a. live up to
b. go Dutch
c. settle down

4. Do you mind if we
when
we go to the movie tonight?
a. go Dutch
b. layoff
c. live up to

5. I have to
jogging for a
while. My knee is bothering me.
a. layoff
b. go Dutch
c. keep my word

6. She
and paid the full
cost of the damage just like she
promised.
a. hung out
b. went Dutch
c. kept her word
7. The movie was not bad
special effects.

_

a. eye to eye
b. in terms of
c. anything but

8. Her parents told her not to
_ _ _ _ with those bad kids.
a. live up to
b. hang out
c. go Dutch
9. We don't really see

on

this problem.
a. in accordance with
b. eye to eye
c. in terms of
10. What is wrong with the dog? It
won't
and go to sleep
like it usually does.

a. keep its word
b. settle down
c. give in

15~

Dialog

in accordance with
keeping my word
In a

in terms of
lives up to

restaurant

Boh:

This place really
cious!

its reputation. Everything was deli-

Usa:

the price, it's not that expensive either.

Usa:

It sure was. And
How much is the bill?
Never mind. I'm paying.

Bob:
Usa:
Bob:

Oh no! You're nor paying. I'm paying. Give me the bill.
I've got it. Don't worry.
Give it to me!

Usa:

, Bob. I'm paying. I was the one who promised to take
_
you out for your birthday, so I'm just

Boh:
Usa:
Boh:
Usa:

OK. I'Illet you pay this time
the foUowing condition.
What condition?
Next time I get to pay.
Next time we can
so there won't he any argument over
the hill.

Boh:
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Idioms in Context

M

y friend and I don't really see eye to eye with regard to music.

He thinks that rock and punk music are great, and most
other kinds of popular music are OK. In fact, he listens to
anything but classicaJ music. On the other hand, I love classical music.
2 A while ago, we were hanging Ollt at a music store when my friend saw
a poster. His favorite punk band was coming for a concert. He said that
we should go together. At first I told him, "No way!" But he wouldn't lay
offbegging me to go with him. Finally, 1 gave in and said 1would go if he
promised me one thing. He had to promise to go to an orchestra concert
with me.
3 We saw the punk band first. I must admit that, in terms a/musical
talent, the band we saw wasn't bad.
4 Then it was his turn to see the orchestra. I was a little worried that my
friend would not keep his word. But he did. Usually my friend and I go
Dutch when we go out together. However, I knew he would never pay to
see an orchestra so 1bought his ticket. In accordance
with our deal, I took my friend to see the symphony
orchestra perform a night of Mozart.
:5 I had heard this orchestra was
superb, and they certainly lived up to
my high expectations. They were great!
At first my friend seemed restless. Ir was
dark in the concert hall, bur 1could feel him
moving around in his seat. Soon, however,
he settled down and was very still.
6 Afrer the concert was over and the
Ughrs came back on, I asked my friend
whar he rhought. He said, "I heard
Mozart speaking to me in the music."
1 I was surprised and said, "Really'?"
"Yeah," my friend said. "He kept saying,
'Go to sleep. Go to sleep.' So 1did."
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drop someone a line

lie down

how come

on behalf of

in brief

owing to

keep off

rule out

let go of

yield to

drop someone a line =write a leuer to someone

When you get to Rome, drop me a line.

He dac::1d1lU\l 'toO drop
llnet.

"e...

She dropped him a line explaining why she hadn't
called him.
A: Drop me a line sometime.
B: Yes. Let's keep in touch .

..J

how come

=why

How come tillS report is late?
You're not coming to the party? How come?
A: I heard you weren't coming to the game. How come?
B: I hun my knee making toast this morning.
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don't
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chicken?
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in brief =in short; in swnmary

In brief, this is the singer's best album.
in brief, you must find my client not guilty.

Dog15 are happY,
loyal. and friendly.

In brilJf, they
make' ereat; J>"'t&

1\'
,

__ l '

A: What was the result of the meeting?
B: In brief, we are going to move to Mexico.

J

keep off = not go on; stay off

Please keep off the carpet with your dirty shoes.
'Ve have to keep off the bench until the paint is dry.
A: Please tell your kids to keep off the furniture.
B: I will. Sorry, Mr. President.

J

let go of = release

He slowly let go of her hand, and she walked away.
Don't let go of the rope! I'll fall!
A: Let go of my purse!
B: Sorry! I thought it was mine.

J

lie down = lie; recline

I am just going to lie down and rest for a few minutes.
The doctor told him to lie down on the examining table.

He dec:ided 1:0 lllJ down
for .. few mlnU'te5.

.-'.: Where's Bill?
B: He's lying down on the couch.
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J

on behalf of = for; in someone's place (instead of)
0 .. t>eh.1f of'

She is collecting money on behalf of children in Africa.

flle.

_~ef"e.

r _rtt. ~ u..nk

I am calling on behalf of Congressman Jones to ask for

)'0"1

your support.
A: Why are you going to

ew York?
B: I'm going there on behalf of me manager. He's too sick to go.

J

owing to

=because of

Owing to the rough water today, we can't go sailing.
He had to go home early owing to a severe headache.
A: Why aren't you in Atlanta?

B: My plane can't leave, owing to bad weather.

.J

rule out = decide that something is not possible

I can rule out that the gift is a stereo because the box

is

(00

small.

She ruled out going to Alaska because she didn't like
cold weather.

H<!' rtJled QLrt;
GQQk1ns epagheetl
beca...."" he didn't.

nave enougn

A: Who left the door unlocked last night?
B: Well, we can rule out Mike. He's out of town.

J

yield to

palllta.

=allow something to happen
5ne yielded to ni.
dem• ...,.. fi::>I" • c:ookie.

I yielded to my gi.rlfriend's demands for a ring.
The president yielded to pressure from the people to cut
taxes.
A: How were the negotiations?
B: Great! They yielded to our demand for a lower price!
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Practi ce
00.

"h

best ailS

DI

L He asked her
she
couldn't meet him on Friday.
a. in brief
b. owing to
c. how come

a. let go of
b. yielded to
c. dropped a line

2. Please
when you have
time. I'd like to hear from you.

a. drop me a line

b. drop a line
c. rule out

3. The conclusion,
. is that
more research needs to be done in
this area.
a. how come
b. in brief
c. on behalf of

8. The traffic is heavy at this time
-,----:::-:-c- the baseball game that
just finished.
a. on behalf of
b. in brief
c. owing to

4. He is filling out the form -,--_-,---_
his sister because she can't read
English very well.

9. My dog was chewing my shoe and

he would not

_

a. rule it out
b. let go of it
c. lie down

a. owing to
b. how come
c. on behalf of

a. lie down
b. keep off
c. yield to

7. Once you
her friend as a
suspect, the only remaining
suspect is her brother!

a. yield to

b. keep me off
c. let go aCme

5. r think I should
little dizzy.

6. My father
my mother's
request for a new car.

. Ifeel a

10. You can look around the house,
but
the stairs because
they are being repaired.

a. keep off
b. lie down
c. rule out
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Dialog
Fill in the blanks.
drop her a line
on behalf of

how come
owing to

let go of
rule it out

At the office:
Tina:

_ _ _ _ Alice's desk is empty?

Lama: Di'dn't you hear? They
Alice a week ago. Of course they
made some excuse like, "The company had to cut expenses." But
everyone knows they really fired her
her recent
pregnancy.
Tina: What! They can't do that!
Laura: Everyone thinks things like that don't happen anymore, bUl I
wouldn't
in this case. She told them she was pregnant
on Monday, and on Friday they fired her.
I won't stand for this. I'm going to
_
Tina:
and see if 1 can help.
Laura: What can you do?

Tina:

At least I can put her in touch VYith a friend
of mine who is a lawyer. Then the lawyer
can talk to the company
Alice
and try to get her job back.

---)
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Idioms in Context
~

ad the followinc story.

ne day when I was out working in my yard, a dog came up to
me. I ruled olltthe idea that it was a wild dog because it
looked well fed and was wearing a collar. The dog sat by my
door and watched me. I ignored the dog and finished my work. Then,
when t went into the house, the dog wanted to follow me inside! I finally
yielded to him and let him in the door.
Z The dog walked slowly around my living room looking around. It was a
very good dog.l didn't even have to tell it to keep offthe furniture. Finally
the dog went to the corner to lie down. Then it fell asleep.
J When the dog woke up, it wanted to go out so I opened the door and it
walked away. The next day, the same thing happened. Over the next week,
the dog kept coming back to sleep in the corner of my living room!
~ Finally. I decided to drop the owner a line. I WTote a note that asked,
"How come your dog comes over to my house to sleep every afternoon?"
Then I put the note under the dog's collar. I let go o/the dog and it walked
away as usual.
, The next day, the dog returned with another note. This note said, "On
behalf a/my dog, thanks for letting him sleep there. Owing to the fact
that we have six young children, he can't get much rest at our house." III
brief, the dog just needed to get away for a little while. Six kids! No wonder the dog was tired!

O
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as a matter of fact

make room for

at random

on the spot

in favor of

sum up

keep up

waste one's breath

make a point of

you bet

o as a matter of fact = actually; in fact
I know the man in the picture very well. As a matter of
fact, he is my father.
I like animals. As a matter of fact, I own a pet store.
A: Have you seen Rachel?
B: Yes, I have. As a matter of fact, she's waiting in your office.

Everything wae going
wrong that. day.
'\
Ae a matter of fact.

'the day wae about to
g.,-t;

wDrtS<':'.

o at random = not in any order; without plan
The police stopped cars at random to check if the
drivers had insurance.
We will choose a number at random, and the person
with that number will win!
A: How did you get to be the captain of the team?
B: They just picked at random.
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The lot;1;el'y' num~r& were
picked at random.

~

.J

in favor of = support or approve of something

.Although I want to join the army, my parents are
not in ravor of it.

Hies pan",te are
not: IrI fillvor of
hies career choice.

After the big test, we were all in favor of going out
for a drink.
A: Why didn't you vote for him?

B: Because he is in favar of raising taxes.

..J

keep up

= conlinue
Keep up the good world

You're doing a great job! Keep up the good work.
She wanted to keep up swimming every day, but she
was too busy.
A: I am really nervous about the test.
B: Just keep up a positive attitude and you will do fine!

..J make a point of

=do something deliberately

He made a point of telling everyone he studied at
Harvard.

He made a point of explalrllrlg
everything he krlew al:>out t:he
esul:>jeet: IrI claese.

We should make a point of bringing this problem up at
the nexl meeting.
A: I think that Harry is mad at us.
B: Yeah. He made a point of not talking to us at lunch.

o make room for = provide space for
Hey. Do you 'tIllrlk _ earl
make room for t1"1Y friend?

We need to make room on the shelf for these books.
Can you make room in the trunk of your car for one more b~ag?
,.
,,_

A: Can I ride with you?

-

.. .r

~

B: Maybe we can make room if one person sits on someone's lap.
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!

o on the spot = right there; immediately
I-le got the job on the spot.
She had to think of an answer on the spot.

He got c:aughto with
the eotelen money.
II5D he had "to t;hink
of an exc:uee on
the eopot.

A: Where's your dog?
B: A man offered me $500 for it, so I sold it to him on the spot!

Cl sum up = in summary; finish in short
The la"t; page of t;he
repor-t;; sum" up all of
the reeearc:h.

He will sum up his speech with a joke.
To sum up, I would just like to congratulate the bride
and groom and wish them many happy years together.
.......

~~

A: How was your trip to the desert?
~~ff
B: I would sum up the experience by saying it was very hot!

o waste one's breath =say something of no use

Don't: wa"t;e
your~h.

She won't go out with you. Don't waste your breath asking her.
He explained the grammar rule over and over, but he was
wasting his breath. They didn't understand it.
A: I'm going to ask Dad if I can go to Rome with my girlfriend.
B: Don't waste your breath.

Cl you bet = Sure; Yes
"Are you free tonight?" "You bet!"
"Would you like some more pizza?" "You bet!"

A: Do you want to see a movie?
B: You bet!
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1"11 never take
you l:>ac:kJ

Practice
Choose the best answer.
1. I love cats!

, I have seven

cats at home.
a. Keep up
b. In favor of
c. As a matter of fact
2. A good conclusion will ,--_
the ideas presented in the essay.
a. you bet
b. sum up
c. keep it up

3. He asked her to marry him
a. in Cavar of
b. on the spot
c. make a point of

4. He complained in the meeting for
more than ten minutes, but he was
_ _ _ _' No one was listening.
a. wasting his breath
b. keeping up
c. making room for
drinking one glass
of water each morning because she
heard it was good for her skin.

6. I was not
our old car.

giving away

a. on the spot
b. in favar of
c. waste my breath

7. We can

one more person

in our tent.

a. make room for
b. keep up

c. on the spot
8. The computer dialed telephone
numbers
, and if anyone
answered, a salesperson would
pick up the line.

a. at random
b. keep up
c. make a point of
9. "Will this camera take good
pictures outdoors?" "

.,

a. Sum up
b. At random
c. You bet

5. She

a. made a point of
b. at random
c. summed up

10. You have to
the pressure
on the wound until the bleeding
stops.
a. keep up
b. make room for
c. waste your breath
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Dialog

on the spot
make room for

in favor of
wasting your breath

keep up

you bet

On a bus:
Man:
Woman:
Man:
Woman:
Man:
Woman:
Man:
Woman:
Man:
Woman:
Man:

1GB

You don't have to stand, Miss. I can
put my briefcase on the floor.
That's very kind of you.

you here. I'll just

It's not every day a beautiful woman sits next to me on the bus!
Thank you, but I'm not usually
on the bus.

ralking to strangers

Ves, rhis is a special day! I want to make a poem abour you.
What do you think?
YOll don't have [0
[he conversation for my sake. I
prefer to ride in silence.
Ir's no trouble. I can create a poem

_

Well you're
on me. I don't want to hear your poem!
You certainly [ell it like it is, Miss. You're a very straightforward
person.
____ I am! Excuse me, but I see 3n open seat up front. I'm
mOVing.
Nice talking to you!

................................................

~

.

....•. .<

.

Idioms in Context
Re Id the tollo
had a hard time dating my \vife when I was in high school. In fact,
she didn't want to have anything to do vvith me at first. She sat
behi.nd me in history class. The first time' saw her. I asked her out
Oil- the spot. But she turned me down.
1 I wasn't discouraged, though. The next time I asked her CO go out with
me, she told me, "Get lost." But I asked her the next day too. Then she
said, "You're wastingY0ltr breath. I'm not going to go out with you." I
even asked her friends to fix us up, but they all told me, "Forget it. She
doesn't want to date you."
3 Although my friends were in favor of me qUitting, I kept up my pursuit
of her. At lunch, I made a point of trying to sit at the same table with her.
If none of her friends made roomfor me, I tried to sit at the table behind
her. Still, I had no luck.
4 Then one day, I fell asleep in class. The teacher was calling on students
at random to answer questions, and he called on me while I was sleeping.
My future wife noticed I was sleeping and tried to wake me up by shaking
my shoulder. I must have jumped when she touched my shoulder
because I feU out of my chair. Of course everyone laughed at me. I guess
she must have felt a little sorry for me because after class, she told me,
"I'm sorry I pushed you so hard. I
guess I didn't know my own
strength!"
5 "No problem," I replied. "As a
matter offact, I like strong
00
women."
She laughed and asked, "Do
you want to go to the dance this
weekend with me?"
6 Of course I said, "You betf'
And, to sum up, we have been
together ever since.

I
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':l come about

come about

on average

do away with

set aside

in advance

settle for

from scratch

so far. so good

in the long run

take over

=happen

A chance like this doesn't come about every day.
I hope a solution to the problem will come about soon.
A: How did the problem with the stove come about?
B: I was trying to melt my jewelry.

J

do away with =end; get rid of
I must ",,0 II-.y """"tJ,

The company is going to do away with paid overtime
hours.
I am going to do away with all this old furniture and
buy new things.
A: Why don't we sell the old piano and get a new one?

B: I could never do away with it! My grandmother gave it to me.
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the

mou_ thae r~ in my
t>aeement..

..J

in advance::: before; ahead of time

You should make reservations in advance.
His girlfriend was coming, so he cleaned the house in
advance.
A: It's a very popular hotel. Are you sure you can get in?
B: Don't worry. I booked a room three months in advance. (

..J

It looked like a etor-m wae
comlne. eo I wanted to cloee
the wind owe In advance.

from scratch::: from nothing; from basic or simple ingredient:::s_~_v_~_,
She made the paetry
from ""rateh.

This bread was made from scratch, not from a
prepared mix.
We had to start from scratch when the computer
disk failed.
A: These cookies are great!
B: Thanks. I made them myself from scratch.

..J

in the long run ::: after a long time

In the long run, too much beef can cause serious
health problems.

You will have
probleme In the
lone run If you keep
drinkine eo much.

You will make more money in the long run if you go
to university now.
A: Let's fIx that leaky pipe right away.
B: Yes. If we do it now, we'll have less trouble in the long run .

..J

on average::: looking at the average case
On averaee, the eo"t of livit1e it1 the
"ity le hlghe.. than in the country.

On average, the price of computers has gone down.
Most people eat fast food twice a week on average.
A: How much sleep do you get on average?
B: About seven hours a night.

,
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..J

set aside:: put apart; place out of the way

"&id,,

~ ~
hie I>oolc: and
p1'l1d attermon to hI: ~.

I set aside half of the donut to eat later.
The government has set aside money especially to
deal with this problem.
A: Our trip is coming up fast.
B: You're right. Let's set aside some rime to plan tomorrow night.

...J

~

j

settle for:: accept instead of something better
Would you eet"tle for a
kamburg.,.,. lnl!l~
ofa l5~k7

There was no soda, so he settled for water.
Wc had to senle for the smaJler apartment because it
was closer to my office.

A: Sorry. we don't have any red caps.
B: That's OK. I'll settle for a green one instead.

.J

so far, so good:: everything is fine up to this time

~~

"How is your project gOing?" "So far, 50 good."

"How is your son doing in college?" "So far, so good."
A: How's life with the new baby?
B: So far, so good.

-J take over:; take control; take responsibility

A national bank took over the local bank last month.
If you are tired from driving, I can take over for a whiJe.
A: I am gerting tired of mowing the lawn.
B: I'U take over this week so you can have a break.
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Practice

I. f wanted to make sure my friends

would be home when I arrived, so I
called

6. She wanted to find someone
to
her position as
treasurer of the club.
a. set aside
b. come about
c. take over

a. in the long run
b. in advance
c. on average
2. It's been 2 weeks since I changed
the water pipes.

a. On average

7. Some people make the sauce
. but I preferto buy it
from the store.

a. from scratch
b. on average
c. so far, so good

b. So far, so good

c. From scratch

one
3. Every month we
weekend to do something special

8. This celebration could only

together.

through the hard work
of my wife.

a. do away with
b. set aside
c. take over

a. come about

b. do away with
c. settle for

,he would
4. He knew that
have lo do something about his
leaking rooL

take over
b. come about
c. do away with

3.

we spend three hours
cleaning our apartment each week.
a. On average
b. From scratch
c. In the long run

a. come about
b. from scratch
c. in the long run

5. Ir would be better to
old design and start again.

9.

the

10. Wc can't afford real crab meat, so I
had to
imitation crab
made from fish.
a. settle for
b. do away with
c. set aside
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Dialog

in advance
senle for

from scratch
so far, so good

set aside
take over

In the kitchen:
Pat:

What are you making?

Larry:

I'm trying la make bread. We are all supposed to bring something
to the party on Saturday. I'Ll be too busy on Friday, so I'm making

it

Pat:
Larry:

_

So how is it going?

. I made the dough and

half of it to rise. But

-n-o-w-:,"7h-a-ve to knead this half of the dough. That's a lot of work!

I

Pat:

If you're tired, I can
for an hour or two.

Larry:

It's a messy job.

Pat:

I don't mind. Let me try ... This is hard work! Are you sure you
some bread from the bakery?
don't want to
No way! I only eat bread made
_

Larry:
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for a while. I have some free time

.

Idioms in Context
Read the following story.
y husband and I just had our first baby. For the first three
months, I was breast feeding the baby. Then we decided we
would do away with breast-feeding and give the baby formula and solid food. Part of the reason for this change was that I needed
sleep.l had been feeding the baby when she woke up at night. That meant
I was getting up two or three times each night on average. We knew the
change to the new food would not come about easily, but we had to try.
Even if it was hard at first, in the long run it was for the best.
2 My husband likes to eat all natural food, so he wanted the baby to eat
home~rnade food. J told him that unless he was willing to set aside the
time to make the food himself in advance, he would have to settlefor regular baby food from the store. There was no way I was going to make baby
food from scratch!
J After we had tried giving formula to our baby for a few nights, a friend
of mine asked, "How is the new feeding schedule going?"
"Solar, so good," I told her. "I'm getting more sleep now that my
husband took over some of the feedings at night. But sometimes I have to
push my husband out of bed because he is a heavy sleeper. Last night
when the baby started to cry, I woke my husband up and said, 'She's hungry.' He looked confused and asked, 'Who?'"

M
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as to

make believe

by and large

on no account

due to

originate from

fall behind

pull one's leg

lose track of

throw up

as to = about; related to

I wae given no m<planatlon
~"5 to why my hair le
wmlng brown.

She was given no explanation as to why her electriciry was
cut off.

We have information as to the location of the missing boy.
A; What were you and that man talking about'?
B: He gave me some lips as to where I could find a good used car.

,;.J

by and large;: overall; on the whole

By and large, the public transportation in 'ewYork
Ciry is very reliable.
It was a good performance by and large.

A: How was business last year?
B: By and large it was successful.
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By and la"9'!'. theo food Its very
good at; th8t; re5'taurarrt..

.J

due to = because of

Due to the strike, the subway is not running today.
The game was canceled due to the storm.

ce·

Due to the amount
of alcohol he drank.
he couldn't. drive
home.

A: Why aren't you at the picnic?
B: It was cancelled due to high winds.

~

fall behind = be late; be behind

They fell behind schedule and could not meet the
deadline.

She fell !:>ehlnd In t5<::hool !:>eeau_
she was sick fo,. a few weeks.

She fell behind at work because her computer
crashed.
A: How did your team do?
B: They fell behind in the second half and lost the game.

.J lose track of

= not be aware of; not pay attention to

I always lose track of how much I spend on clothes.

He lost track of his dog in the crowded park.
A: This vacation is so relaxing!
B: Yes. I've lost track of the days!

.J

make believe

It'l!> eal!>y to 10_
track of t.lme wtlen
you'", reading a
good I:>oak.

=pretend to be true

Tused to make believe I could walk on water.

She made believe she was sick so that her mom
would not make her go to school.

She ueed to make l:>elieve
tohe could fly.

A: Why is your son wearing a pot on his head?

B: He's making believe that he's a robot.
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..J on no account

= never; in no instance
On no ac;c:ount.
ehould you mil<

--

On no account should you open the door if you don't
know who is there.

electriGlt:y and

On no account should you give your credit card number
to strangers.
A: I can't believe there was a wonn in your hamburger!
B: On no account am I going to eat at that place again!

:J originate from

=come from; start from

The legend originated from the Native American
tribes in the southwest.
The letter originated from Paris.

\11
..

.

A: My grandparents were from Germany.

t;hat.-""'"

H4 was su .....
'the e-mail rneseage
origln8'ted from

eomeon" In the of&&

B: My ancestors originated from Norway.

:l pull one's leg

= trick or fool one

You're not a spy. You're puUing my leg!
He told her he was French, but he was pulling her leg.
A: Stop pulling my leg!
B: I'm serious! There is a snake in my house!

.J

throw up = vomit

If you drink too much, you will throw up.
The baby threw up on her grandfather's suit.
A: Did you see Bill and Monica kissing at the party last night?
B: Yes. It made me want to throw up!
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Comt!l on. Yo....•..... ~
pulling my leg!

·

.:

.

Practice
Choose the best answer.
1.

, Florida has a pleasant

climate year round.
a. By and large
b. Due to
c. On no account
2. He was just
when he told
her the boss was angry with her.

6. None of the cars on the highway
an
were moving
accidem further up the road.
a. due to
b. on no account
c. by and large
7. She can't eat watermelon. It makes

her

a. losing track of
b. pulling her leg
c. throwing up

_

a. pull its leg
b. originate from
c. throwup

3. The rumor about our relationship

____ your sister.
a. fell behind
b. made believe
c. originated from
4. If you
inyoUfworkfor
this class, you will have problems.

a. make believe
b. fall behind
c. lose track of
that
they are cowboys or astronauts.

8.

should you try to repair
the computer's memory yourself.
a. On no account
b. By and large
c. Due to

9. We

time and ended up
talking until two in the morning.

a. originated from
b. lost track of
c. made believe

5. Young boys like to

a. make believe
b. throw up
c. fall behind

10. The police could find no clues
_ _,..-,-_ dle disappearance of the
two girls.

a. make believe
b. as to
c. on no account
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Dialog

pulling my leg
make believe

due to

lost track of

on no account

throw up

In class:

Ed:

Did you finish the essay we have 10 turn in today, May?

May:

No. I didn't write my paper
this awesome website I
found last night while I was surfing. While I was on the site
chatting, I
time. Then I looked at the clock and it was
one in the monung!

Ed:

What? I hope you're just
. You know the teacher told us
that
should we miss an essay deadline. She doesn't
accept any late papers!

May:

Don't worry! I'm going to

Ed:

Unless you

I'm sick.

in class, I don't think she is going to believe

you.
May:

Hey! That's a great idea!

I

\

Idioms in Context
t
hate to fly,
but I recently
had to take a
plane to a conference. One reason I
hate to fly is that I
get airsick. Before
this flight, I took
some medicine so I
wouldn't throw up
on the plane.
l Another reason I hate to fly is that 1 don't like to talk to strangers. On
this flight, I made believe I was asleep so the person next to me wouldn't
bother me.
) By and large, the flight itself wasn't too bad when we were in the air.
But there were always problems on the ground. For example, we had to
stop in St. Louis and change planes. But the flight Thad to change to was
delayed. The flight I needed to catch origillatedfromWashingtoll, nc.,
but it fell behind schedule due to bad weather. I had to wait in the airport
for two hours!
4 Then, when we finally got to Los Angeles, the pilot had trouble finding
the gate. We landed but the plane kept driving around. I knew that on no
accountshouJd you get out of your seat while the plane is moving, so I
started looking through one of the magazines on the plane. I came across
an interesting article, so I lost track o/time. But we must have been driving around for ten minutes at least. I asked a flight attendant for an explanation as to the delay. She said, "I thin~ we're lost."
5 I wasn't sure if he was serious, so I said, "You're pulling my leg."
At that moment (he pilot came on the intercom and asked, "Does any·
one know where Gale 12 is?"

I
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be well off

make faces

for good

regardless of

let alone

result in

look back on

stand up to

lose one's head

what for

be well off = rich

They aren't very well off, but they're happy.
He was well off until he lost all of his money in a bad
investment.
A: I heard that Carol's folks are well off.
B: Yes. Her mother is a fashion designer.

-l

for good = finally; forever

He plans 10 move to New York for good.
They closed their store downtown for good.
A: Good news! I quit smoking for good!
B: Congratulations! OW, what about your gambling?
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:l

let alone = never mind; even less

I can barely afford this apartment, let alone a house.
She won't do any typing, let alone organize the filing.

He c:an't even ewim.
let alon" work se a
liUguan:l1

A: Would you like to be on our baseball team?
B: Me? Hah! 1can barely throw a ball, let alone hit one.

o look back on = remember
He eometlmee looke bac:k
on hIe c:hlldhood.

There are many good memories I can look back on
from high school.
She doesn't like to look back on her life in Arizona.
A: When you look back on your life, do you have any regrets?
B: Yeah. I wish I hadn't invested all that money in stocks.

':J

lose one's head

=act irrationalJy (from anger or worry)
In an a'l'lument, It"!! Important
not to 1088 you.. head.

He lost his head when she told him she was leaving.
In an emergency, it is important not to lose your head.
A: Ted, that bear is coming right at us!
B: Don't loose you head! Just pretend to be asleep and it will go away.

Q

make faces

= move one's eyes and mouth to ~reate a silly Or funny appearance

The baby laughed when 1 made faces at him.
Don't make faces! Just eat your broccoli. I don't
care if you don't like it.

He'e alwaye
making fa"",e
at the glrle.

A: Why were you arrested?
B: I made faces at the queen.
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..J

regardless of = no matter; vvithout considering

She plans to go to Spain regardless of the cost.
Regardless of what other people thought, he quit his
job and joined the circus.

He decided to wea..
hie favorite ovtfTt

""9ardletse of wNrt. .........
th.!: ot;here d'oought-

A: Steve is a crazy guy!
B: Yeah. He plays with crocodiles regardless of the danger.

.J

result in = lead to; cause
Coming to worit

~

again

will "",uf1; In him Ioeing hie job.

The earthquake resulted in the deaths of thirty people.
Smoking often results in health problems.
A: Speeding could result in a traffic fine.
B: I know, but we're late for the wedding!

..J

stand up to

=fight; be against (usually someone stronger)

You can't let them push you around like that. Stand up
to them!

r------...----.,
I Juet; can't;
eUln'" up to

myfath",.,

She finally stood up to her mother and told her she
was old enough to get married.
A: I want to be a dancer, but my father says I have to join the army.
B: I think you should stand up to him and tell him what you really want

.J

what for; why

"She gave me five dollars." "What for?"
"1 have to go back to the office." "'What for?"
A: Let's give Jinuny some money for his birthday.
B: What for? He'll just waste it on video games.
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Practice

l. '" think Mr. Jones wants to see
yOll .....
?"

a. What for
b. Stand up to him
c. Let it alone
2. He

at her to try and
make her smile.

6. We have la try and rescue the

children

the danger!

a. well off
b. regardJess of
c. for good
7. When he turned eighteen, he

moved out of his parents' house

a. looked back on
b. 10sI his head

a. regardless of

c. made faces

b. for good
c. wel1 off

his
3. He was afraid to
older brother because he was so
strong.
a, make faces
b. look back on

c. stand up to
-I. I'm sorry I yelled at you. I

a. lost my head
b. resulted in
c. stood up to you

5. If you don't use the correct parts, it
a poor final
could
product.

a. result in
b. let alone
c. regardless of

8. She has a hard time speaking
writing it.
English.

a. for good
b. let alone
c. regardless of
your career,
what do you see as your greatest
achievement?

9. When you

a. stand up to
b. what for
c. look back on

10. Although their house is not big, the

ramily is actually very
let alone
b. weU off
c. what for

3.
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Dialog

let alone
making faces

Looking back on
result in

lost his head
what for

In the park:
AJice:

What happened to you?

Ted:

That big guy over there hit me!
?

Alice:

Ted:

I'm not sure.

what happened, it doesn't make any

sense.
Alice:

You must have done something to

Ted:
Alice:

J was playing with some kid. J guess it was his son.
How were you playing?

Ted:

We were just
at each other. Then I must have made a
scary face because the kid started crying. But I didn't touch the
kid,

\86

hurt him.

Alice:

So the kid's father hit you?

Ted:

Yeah, I guess when he heard his
son crying, he
and
attacked me!

Alice:

Let's go get some ice for your
eye. It looks terrible.

his hitting you.

..........................4 .....

1 ••••..•

:.,

Idioms in Context

9
used to deliver the mail in a very rich neighborhood. When I look
back 011 that time, I have to laugh. Most people in that neighborhood were very well offand had big houses, but they all tended to
prefer small dogs. Those dogs were little, but they were also mean! In factI
I quit that job for good after one of those little dogs bit me.
2 One thing I learned about dealing with dogs is that you have to stand.
lip to them when they start barking at you. Don't make faces at them. If
you show them your teeth, it will just result in making them angry. And,
as a rule, it's best not to move, let alone turn your back on them.
Regardless ofhow much a dog barks, just stand there and wait for it to get
bored. Don't lose YOllr head and panic. They usually won't bite unless you
do something aggressive.
3 Once a little dog was barking at me when one of the people from the
neighborhood passed by on the other side of the street. He yelled, '/\sk the
dog if he wants a bath!"
I asked him, "What/or?"
The man yelled back, "If you ask him, he'll run away."
4 So I tried it. I asked the dog, "Do you want a bath?" And it slopped
barking, looked at me, and then ran away! I told the man across the street,
"Wow! That dog must really hate baths."
He said, "No, he loves them. He's
running home now to get one."

I
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•

Answer Key
Dialog
came from I is opposed to I stand a chance I
At times I is likely to I Without question

ON 1

Practice

Le
2.a
3.c
4.c
S.b
6. b
7. a
8. a
9. b
10. C
Dialog
wait on I dean off I came across I
is composed of I on the whole I df6S up

•

Practice
4. c
I.c
2.c
3. b
5. b
8. ,
6. a
7. c
9. b
10. a
Dialog
Hand it over I for ages I working out I
turned me down I As usual I catch on

L
Practice

Le
2.b
3.c
4.01
5.c
6. b
7. a
8. b
9. c
10. b
Dialog
turn out I got along with I am no! crazy
about I have a point I take a look al I never
mind

Prillctice
l.a
2.c
3.c
6. a
7. b
8. c
Dialog
tend 10 I make sure I
goes without saying I

,

Practice
l.a
2.a
3.c
4.b
5.c
6. b
7. a
B. b
9. c
10. a
Dialog
pull over I By all means I high time
chance I got lost I Carry on
L

L

I

by

'<

2.a
7. c

3.a
8. b

4.b
9. c

S.b
10. b

Dialog
getting better I thinks highly of I refer to him
as I take your lime I on my own I more or
1",
LE

I'rilctice
1. a
2. c
6. a
7. b
Oialog

3. b
8. b

4. c
9. a

5. b
10. a

as of yet I al my fingertips /learned by heart

I mixed up I take time off I get hold of

L
Practice
1. a
2. a
3. b
4. b
5. c
6. a
7. b
8. b
9. a
10. c
Dialog
ran into I am at a loss / coming up with I
neither dark hair nor I in spite of I for short

,

7

Practice
I.b
2.a
3.c
4.c
5.a
6. a
7. c
8. c
9. b
10. a
Dialog
of your own accord I Day after day I have to
once and for all I resign yoursel\'es to I add to
L
Prillclice
I. a
2. b
6. a
7. c

188

J. c
8. a

4. b
9. b

5. b
10. a

S.b
10. b

Apart from I go for I
take up

,"
Practice
I. a
2. a
3. a
4. c
5. b
6. a
7. a
8. b
9. b
10. c
Dialog
burned down I caughl fire I sort of I For the
most part I tear down I come to

Practice

l.a
6. c

4.a
9. a

LE

N

Practice
1. c

2. b

3. a

4. b

5. c

6. a
7. b
8. a
9. aiD. b
Dialog
became of I died of I No way I turn up I
What if I On the other hand
.ESSON

13

Practice
1. c
2. b
3. c
6. b
7. c
8. a
Oialog
attend to I clear-cut I
ing me crazy I fed up

4. a
9. b

5. a
10. b

back and forth I drivwith I plays a party in

'5';0'

Practice
I. b
2. b
J. b
4. c
5. b
6. a
7. c
8. a
9. c
10. c
Oialog
for sale I are bound to I make a difference I
in the way Ilell the real ones from I upside
down

5
Practice
l.b
2.c
J.b
6. c
7. b
8. a
Oialog
in comparison with I
end up I in no time I

4.a
9. a

5.c
10. b

used to I get used to I
as soon as

Dialog
am conU!ffied about I break down / to say
nothing of I get stuck I look on the drive as
relieve you of

LESSON 16

Practice
I.c
2.c
3.a
4.c
5.a
6. a
7. b
8. a
9. b
10. a
Dialog
Beats me I dates back I not at all I might as
well I have access to Ilet us down
LESSON

17

Practice
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. e
5. c
6. a
7. e
8. b
9. a
10. c
Oialog
What's up I in charge of I be better off lout
of the question I a far cry from I Think nothing of it
LESSON

18

Practice
1. b
2. b
3. e
4. c
5. c
6. b
7. e
8. a
9. b
10. e
Dialog
fooling around I caught a cold I in time
dose call I succeeded in I held her back
LESSO

19

Practice
La
2.e
3.a
4.a
5.c
6. b
7. b
8. b
9. b
10. b
Oialog
name the school after I burst out I criticized
her for I slick around I changed my mind I
All in all

LESSON

LESSO

cither

22

Practice

1. a

2. c

6. a

7. b

3. c
8. b

4. a
9. b

5. a
10. c

26

Practice
4. ,
5. a
I.c
2.a
3. b
8. ,
10. a
6. b
7. c
9. b
Dialog
How come I let go of I owing to I rule it out
I drop her a line / on behalf of

o 27
Practice
Le
2.b
3. b
4.•
5.•
9. ,
6. b
7. a
8.•
10. a
Dialog
make room for I in favor of / keep up I on
the spot I wasting your breath / You bet

28

Practice
1. b
2. b
3. b
4. c
5. c
6. c
7. a
8. a
9. a
10. a
Oialog
in advance I So far, so good I set aside
over I settle for I from scratch
..0

I

Practice
1. a
2. a
3. b
4. c
5. c
6. b
7. a
B. a
9. a
10. c
Dialog
followed up on / gel even with I Up to now
/ No wonder /In light of I is up to you
LESSON 23

25
Practice
La
2.c
3.•
4.•
5. •
6. c
7. b
8. b 9. b
10. b
Dialog
lives up to / in terms of I Layoff I kCi'ping
my word I in accordance with / go Dutch

lESSO

LeSSON

I

2

Practice
l.a
2.c
3.b 4.b
5.a
6. a
7. a
8. b
9. c
10. c
DiaJog
or so / at most I deal with I in need
their money or / amount to

ON 2

Practice
3. ,
l.b
2.e
4.•
5. b
6. b
7. a
8.•
9.•
10. c
Dialog
sell out / In addition to / deal in / messes up
/ As for I go wrong

LESSOf

I

Practice
1. a
2. a
3. e
4. b
5. a
6. b
7. a
8. c
9. b
10. e
Dialog
speak up I On account of I suffered from
cut out I is true of I every so often

E

I

I take

29

Practice
La
2.b
3.c
4.b
5.a
6. a
7. c
8. a
9. b
10. b
Dialog
duc 10 /Iost track of I pulling my leg
account I make believe I throw up

I

on no

30
Practice
1. a
2. c
3. c
4. a
5. a
6. b
7. b
8. b
9. c
10. b
Dialog
What for / Looking back on I result in
ing faces I let alone I lost his head

I

mak-

189

I
rJ
a far cry from
a steal
abide by
add to
all along
all in all
all the time
along with
amount to

anything but
apart from
as a matter of tact
as a rule
as far as
as for

as if
as of yet
as soon as
as to
as usual
al (the) most
at first glance
at hand

104
26
62
44
122

116
86R
148R
128
152
62
164
38

134
146
63
32
92

176
56

128
80
26,32R
at one's fingertips
32
at random
164
at times
attend to
attribute A to B

190

n

d e x

be familiar with
94R
be free to
74
be friendly with
15R
be ill with
124R
be involved with
82R
be likely to
SO,93R
be made of
8R
be no use -ing
81
be opposed to
51
be out of the question 105
be true of
122
be up taone
be well off

beats me
become of

blow up
both A and B
brand-new
breakdown
bring back
bring up
hum down
burst out
by accident
by all means
by and large
by chance

50

81
56

94R
93
38
177

104
86
129
8
140
14
57

come up with
concentrate on
criticize A for B
cross out
cut down on
cut in
cut out

date back to
day after day
day in and day out
deal in
deal with
die of
do away with
do without
draw the line at
dream up

33

140
68
20
6'
116
51

dress up

'3
33
123

98
44

86
146
129
75

170
111

21
147

,

177
33

either A or B
end up
every so often

129
93
123

20
9R. 21

call it a day
14
<anyon
21
carry out
135
catch a cold
110
catch fire
69
catch on
57
change one's mind
117
clean off
8
clear-cut
81
close call
110
come about
170
come across
9
come down with
lIOR
come from
51,178
come to an end
12'
come to
69

117
117

drive someone crazy
drop someone a line
dry out
due to
dwell on

176

I!II

39
15

I1J

134
182
98
74
68
40R

80
92

la
back and forth
back up
be accustomed to
be apt to
be at a loss
be aware of
be better off
be bound to
be broke
be composed of
be concerned about
be crazy about
be cut out for

,

81
158
111

g

D
fall asleep
fall behind
fall short of
fed up with
feel for
' fill out
find fault with
fix up
follow up on
fool around

9
177

130
82

51
9
147
21
135
111

for ages
for good
for sale
for short
for the most part
for the sake of
from scratch
furnish A with B

57
182
87
39
69
52
171
75

m
get (a) hold of
get along with
get away with
get better
get even with
get lost
get nowhere with
get out of
get over
get rid of
get stuck
get the better of
get through
get used to
give birth (to)
give in
give rise to
go Dutch
go for
go through
go without saying
go wrong

33
15
52
27
135
22
111

147
93
170R

141
117
105

94
87
87
46

hold back
how come

112
158

0
ill at ease
105
in accordance with
153
in addition to
148
in advance
171
in brief
159
in charge of
105
in comparison with
94
in fact
164R
in favor of
165
in general
10R
in light of
135
in need (of)
130
in no time
94
in one's way
88
118,146R
in regard to
in retrospect
10
in short
45, 159R
in spite of
39
in terms of
153
in the long run
171
in the manner of
63R
in time
112
instead of
160

152
63

45
63

147

m
hand oul
87
hand over
57
hang oul
153
happen to
74R
have a point
15
have access to
99
have an effect on
82R
have fun
l11R
have nothing to do with 141
have to
45
high time
22
hit upon
45

13
keep off
159
keep one's word
153
keep onc's fingers crossed

63
keep track of
75
keep up
165
layoff
154
lead the way
99
lead to
184R
learn (something) by heart
34
let alone
183
let down
99
let go of
159
lie down
159
live up to
154
look back on
183

look into
look on A as B
look over
look to A for B
lose one's head
lose one's temper
lose track of

106
141
118
39
183
22
177

li!jJ
make a difference
make a point of
make angry
make believe
make faces
make one's way
make room for
make surc
meet by chance
mess up
might as well
mix up
morc often than not
more or less

88

165
81R
177

183
70
165
64

40R
148
99

34

15
27

m
name A after B
neither A nor B
never mind
no matter
noway
no wonder
not at all
now that

118
40
16
70
75
136

100
136

lil
of one's own accord
46
123
on account of
171
on average
on behalf of
160
on hand
27
on no account
178
on onc's own
27
on the other hand
76
on the spot
166
10,76
on the whole

191

once and for a Lt
or so
originMe from
owing to

pass away

pay back
payoff
play Cl part in
POint out
pull one's leg
pull over
pul away
put out

refer 10 A as B
regard les~ of
relieve A of B
resign oneself to
result in
rule out
run into
Tun over

see eye to eye
sell out
serve one right
set ilside
set Ollt
settle down
settle for
so far, so good
sorlof
speak up
stand a chance
stilnd out
stand to reason
stand up to
slay put
stick around
succeed in

192

46
130
178

suffer from
sum up

124

166

160

123
130
112
82
40
178
22
141
100

28
39R 184
142
46

184
160
40
64

154
148
58
172
10
154
172

172
70
124
52

take a look at
16
take apart
58
take by surprise
34
take care of
SOR
take for granted
142
take into account
82
take one's time
28
take over
172
take time off
34
take up
64
tear down
70
tell A trom B
88
tend to
64
thanks to
148
think A as B
141
think highly of
28
think nothing of
106
think over
100
45R, 106, 147
think up
throw up
178
to say nothing of
142
trade in
142
tryout
28
turn down
58
turn into
82
turn out
16
turn up
76

under the weather
up to now
upside down
use up
used 10

124
136
88
136
94

lOO
76
184
124
118
112

wail on
waste one's breath
what for
what if
what's up

10
166

184

76
106

when it comes to
without question
work out
wrap up

yield to
you bet

*R (Related idiom)

40

52
58
16

160
166

The Illustrated Everyday Expressions with stories series makes
learning common English idioms fun. Together, the two books
in the series provide easy-ta-read examples of600 common
idioms in English.

Lessons in IU"strated Everyday Expressions with stories include:
quick reference list of target idioms
short definitions for each idiom
sample sentences and dialogs using the idioms in context
hwnorous illustrations depicting each idiom
exercises to review ictioms studied
readings using all of the Lesson's idioms together in a story

Put away those other books with nothing but long lists of
idioms and let Illustrated Everyday Expressiolls with stories
show you the fun and funny way to learn English idioms!
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